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I have been in the sightseeing business, in one 
form or another, since 1976.  I have ridden tours 
from Key West to Boston and from Washington to 
San Diego, including lots of ours and a fair amount 
of our “competition”.  Needless to say, I have been on 
some bad tours, some OK tours and some tours that 
can only be categorized as amazingly good.  What’s 
the difference?

Ours is an odd business because everything 
we do and say can, with a little bit of effort, be had for next to nothing.  
Most people come to our cities with an automobile.  Maps are everywhere.  
Information is just a quick enquiry to Google and there you have it.  Or 
do you?  No, obviously you don’t have much of anything except maybe a 
lot of disjointed facts and figures.  So, what makes a tour compelling and 
memorable?  More than meets the eye.

There is more that goes into a truly great tour than I could ever possibly 
write in the limited space I am allowed in the Nation’s Storyteller.  There are, 
however, some core elements that need to be there.  Back in the mid-1980s 
when I moved to Washington to start the Washington, DC tour, we had a 
gentleman by the name of Ed Pacilio who joined our company as “Mr. Ed” 
as a trainer and brought something to my attention that I knew but never 
really recognized:  that there is what he termed a “golden thread” that weaves 
through everything there is to know about a city, including its architecture, 
people who live there and even their food.  His premise was that this “golden 
thread” should be expressed at the beginning of a tour and everything 
expressed in the context of that definition.  What, you might ask, is a “golden 
thread”?  Well, for example, Key West has a reason it became the largest, 
most prosperous city in Florida for many decades before there was a Miami.  
The fact that Key West had a deep water harbor and with direct access to the 
Florida Straits and the Gulf Stream, it made this island an important port 
and naval base.  Everything from the sponge industry, the cigar industry 
and, of course, wrecking (the salvage of ships on the reef), stemmed from 
this fact.  San Diego?  The story of Alonzo Horton establishing the center of 
the city on the harbor changed the center of population from Old Town to 
what is now downtown San Diego.  Washington, DC?  The establishment of 
our nation’s capital was a compromise between the north and the south and 
was essentially resolved in an agreement between Alexander Hamilton and 
Thomas Jefferson to insure equal representation for both geographic parts 
of the country on a ten mile square piece of land between Maryland and 
Virginia.  Of course, there is much more that goes along with these basic 
“golden threads”, but there you have the essence of it.  But as the late night ads 
say, “But wait!  There’s more!”  

Yes, there is a lot more.  I had 
an interesting experience very 
recently at our annual meeting with 
the Superintendent of Arlington 
National Cemetery.  This is a 
meeting where we discuss all the 
plans we made a year earlier and, 
essentially, what went right and 
what went wrong in the hope that 
our interpretive service for this most 
sacred place of remembrance is the 
best we can make it.  Superintendent 
Kelley had a very interesting insight 
to make:  something along the lines 
of, “The tour content is good, but it is a lot of dates and facts and figures and 
what makes the information compelling is when it is told in a story format.”  
Wow!  Thunderbolts and cold water is usually the way you feel when the 
obvious is pointed out to you.  Especially when you think you already knew 
it. 

Since we have been in the sightseeing business for real, beginning on 
December 20th, 1980, we have always talked about presenting our tour as the 
many stories a destination represents, hence our designation as the “Nation’s 
Storyteller”.  So, essentially, if you are a tour conductor and you are nailing 
the 100 points of interest we require, but giving them in a facts and figures 
recitation, you are technically correct but you are emotionally deficient.  That 
sounds terrible and I don’t mean it to be but a great opportunity is being lost 
every time you do it because most people will tune out after a while because 
facts and figures are not what they will ever remember.  At the same time, 
if you are weaving those exact same facts and figures into a story using the 
“golden thread”, you are telling people a story that will be compelling and 
whether they remember a date or not is not as important as whether they 
remember the essence of your message.

But, again, “Wait!  There’s more!”  Every tour conductor, whether ours or 
a competitor’s, is as different as the lives they lived making them who they 
are and how they present themselves and what they say.  Some are naturally 
funny and some can’t tell a joke to save their lives.  Some are deadpan and 
others are energetic.  None of these are good or bad unless each person, like 
any good writer, “finds their own voice”.  The information condensed into a 
story using the “golden thread” can be told with humor or in a serious way 
and it will be equally as good as long as it conforms to the individual’s own 
“voice”.

The good tours I have been on give me interesting information about 
the place I am visiting in a clear, well-paced voice.  The great tours I have 
been on are when the conductor takes time to individually meet as many 
of the guests as possible to hopefully learn something about them, such as 
where they are from, and then relates back to them during the tour.  It keeps 
them involved and makes them feel special.  A great tour begins when the 
tour conductor takes the time at the beginning of the tour to explain the 
overwhelmingly basic core reason of why a particular place was important 
through history until the present day and then uses this “golden thread” to 
present the interesting facts about the place.

The great tours by great tour conductors giving a great tour speak in their 
own personal “voice” and, if they are funny, they are funny where appropriate.  
If they are serious, then they are calm and deliberate.  A great tour conductor 
knows his information, presents it in a compelling story fashion, weaving 
facts and figures throughout with a “golden thread”.  A great tour conductor 
enjoys doing this on every tour because he or she realizes there are no old 
stories, simply a lot of new people who want to hear them.

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHIEF CONDUCTOR

Christopher Belland 
Chief Executive Officer

Elisa Levy
HTA Consultant
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD TOUR A GREAT TOUR? LIVING THE HTA PHILOSOPHY - IMPROVING YOUR EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

When it comes to career success, recent studies show that only 15 
percent of financial and professional achievements are due to being 
“good” at our jobs. What’s the other 85 percent? People smarts – how 
well we relate to others and our ability to form positive and caring 
relationships, (even with people who drive us crazy).

Those of us who cringe at anything “touchy feely” may not believe 
that the money in our bank accounts and our upward mobility is less 
dependent on an IQ than an EQ (emotional quotient – a term widely 
publicized through the best selling book, Emotional Intelligence, 
published in 1995). Our EQ refers to an aptitude for empathy, 
compassion and understanding perspectives that differ from our own.  
These two measures of intelligence are neither mutually exclusive nor 
symbiotic. 

At HTA, we pride ourselves on being “Eagles” and giving more to 
each other and our guests than our competitors. We do this because we 
know that it gives us the cutting edge. More importantly, it allows us to 
make memories for the people who experience our tours and products. 
We know from being the customer just how much that means. Our EQ 
is a big part of what distinguishes us from a run of the mill tour, and a 
life-long memory. 

Unlike your IQ, which is pretty much unchanged throughout 
your life, you can do a lot to raise your EQ. In the coming week make 
a commitment to raise your EQ by trying two skills with at least one 
person. Start with active listening, using both verbal and non verbal 
cues. Set aside a half-hour to sit down and ask a colleague, a family 
member or friend about something that you know is important to 
them. Inquire by saying something like “How are things going with 
x?” or “What are your thoughts about x.?  Then, really listen.

While they are talking remember to lean in, make eye contact 
and nod to show that you understand. Use verbal cues like “uh-huh” 
or “I see” and most importantly - paraphrase what they tell you. The 
biggest mistake you can make while listening is to interrupt with 
your thoughts or opinions. Focus on them wholeheartedly and try 
to push other thoughts out of your mind. Real listening is actually 
similar to a good meditation.

The other great skill mastered by people with high EQs is rapport-
building. Studies show that when people feel liked and appreciated on 
a personal level they actually buy more. This doesn’t mean that you 
have to feign interest or affection. To build rapport you can choose 
from the four topics deemed as the most interesting to both men and 
women: Family, health, job and hobbies. Just take 30 seconds to ask a 
question, make a comment, or if all else fails - smile.  A little bit goes 
a long way.

Also, try a rapport-building skill known as matching. This refers 
to the person’s body language and tone. If the person tends to cross 
his/her arms, cross yours as well. If s/he speaks softly, engage in 
similar tone. The idea is not to mimic, but to subtly make the person 
feel connected and comfortable with you. 

Why should you bother with listening, rapport and with your EQ 
at all? Remember the old adage, “People don’t care how much you 
know until they know how much you care.” We all ultimately want 
to be heard and understood. The only way to receive that is to give it, 
and the only way to give it well is to practice.

UPDATE ON GIGI - OUR PATRIOT SERVICE DOG

Gigi is 10 ½  months old and weighs 59.6 lbs. She is so sweet and 
super smart! Gigi is very zealous to learn. We are currently working 
on the beginning stage of the “fall alert” command. Also, “get it”- 
“bring it” and “hold” with random objects as well as “hold” at the 
water fountain. We’ve also been going over other commands she 
knows, it’s constant repetition. On November 16th, Gigi, along with 
some of the other service dogs attended a trip to Silver Springs for 
a day of training. This trip was intended to help inform weekend 
raisers of the proper ways to give commands and the dos and don’ts 
of what a service dog can and cannot do. It was a huge success! Gigi 
then spent the weekend in the Villages getting further exposures and 
experiences with her weekend raisers. Her progress is astounding! 
This was her second trip out with raisers this month. The more 
exposure the better.  
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WELCOME 
ABOARD

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS

Clinton  Latsha
Russell Douglas 
Kellie Douglas
Gary Mcardle 

Everett Whitfield 

NASHVILLE

Happy Anniversary!

William McBryar  2 years
Jeffrey Hutchison 2 years
Lindsey Sipe  1 year
Jayme Collins  1 year
Michael Gooch  1 year
Elizabeth Hoffman  1 year
Joel Hunt  1 year

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS

OF THE MONTHS
SEPTEMBER

TJ Shaw
Day Conductor

Morgan Harvey
Day Sales Rep

Dean Larson
Night Supporting 

Lindsey Sipe
Night Guide

graciously donated prizes for our event. Ray Steven’s (CabaRay Showroom), Goo-
Goo Candy Store, Belmont Mansion, Omni Hotel, Commodore Grill Vanderbilt, 
Batch Nashville, Jack’s BBQ, Lowes Vanderbilt, Musician’s Hall of Fame, Rivergate 
Village (Dr. Hall), Sweet Magnolia, Urban Cook House, Sambuca Restaurant, 
Nashville Visitors Center and Frito-Lay. I would like to thank Melissa Elliott, Eliza 
Warren and Nikki Weekly for reaching out to their contacts for donations. Take a 
look at some of our pictures and you can see OTT Nashville is always a good place 
to be! 

Keep Calm and Trolley On!!

THANK YOU CASTMEMBERS!
Steve Burress, General Manager

We have just ended another record-breaking season!  October 
typically marks the end of our season which starts ramping up each 
March.  The summer brings the heat to the south, but also tourists 
still come to see the beauty of Music City!  We are so proud of the 
CASTmembers who have worked so incredibly hard this season.  It 
isn’t always easy.  With growth comes the growing pains of very full 
vehicles, and some delays at stops, as we accommodate all of our 
guests.  Every CASTmember did a wonderful job of working to ease 
tense moments and taking care of our guests first and foremost.  I 
wanted to take this moment to thank each of them for the job they 
performed this year. Without them, none of the Nashville Old 
Town Trolley Success would be possible.  We are looking forward to 
tweaking our operation over the next couple of months and getting 
ready for another successful season next year.  We will be bringing 
in seven new vehicles to the operation starting in December and are 
setting ourselves for additional great success!

COLD WEATHER HYDRATION
David Galvan; Operations Manager

The colder temperatures are finally here except for maybe 
in Key West and San Diego. We need to be mindful of staying 
hydrated during colder times. We seem to not drink as much and 
this could lead to problems. Our bodies don’t get as hot and sweat 
evaporates more rapidly in cold air. This tricks us into believing 
we aren’t losing fluids as rapidly. In cold weather the body’s thirst 
response is diminished by up to 40% and our blood vessels constrict 
preventing normal blood flow (if you’ve ever had cold hands that 
just won’t warm up, you know the feeling). Other things that add to 
our diminished thirst response is wearing extra clothing, it keeps us 
warm but the extra weight makes our bodies work 10 to 40% harder 
which contributes to more fluid loss.

So, take care of yourselves in cold weather by drinking water 
often. Taking on fluids when we may not think we’re thirsty will keep 
us from winter dehydration and keep us healthy year-round. 

IT’S FINALLY FALL
Lewis Weaser, Depot Sales Manager

This has been quite the summer.  I’m glad the temps are cooling 
off but they didn’t have to take a plunge, just a coolin’ off would have 
been fine.  The first half of October, we were hitting record high temps 
and the second half of October seemed to do just the opposite where 
we were flirting with record low temps.  I’m just glad the Sales Reps 
and Customer Service Reps didn’t get sick from the swing in temps.  

We had a special guest from Key West pay us a visit.  Joyce Unke, 
Historic Property Management, called in her weather order and it 
was delivered.  She and her husband wanted cooler weather and that 
is what they got.  It was great being able to show Joyce what we have 
here in Nashville as she had never been here before.  I think she’ll be 

back again soon.
In early November, we had another special guest from Key West, 

Debbie Batty along with her mom.  The weather wasn’t quite what 
Debbie was wanting as it was a cold rain for the better part of their 
trip.  Maybe next time it will be better weather and I’m sure there will 
be a next time. 

We are looking forward to what this Fall brings us as our window 
of “Off Season” continues to get smaller and smaller but my team 
continues to take it all in stride.  Nashville continues to grow with new 
conventions and big-name artist coming to perform.  I don’t think 
you can name an artist on tour that doesn’t have a show in Nashville.  
To name just a few artists that will be stopping in Nashville on their 
tour, Bob Seger, Fleetwood Mac, Cher, Ariana Grande and Metallica 
and that’s only one venue. 

To give you an idea how well sales are going, after six months into 
the year (FY), most of my full time Sales Reps are over the 50% mark 
at making the Half Million Dollar Club.  I anticipate two to make it 
before this article is published. 

 
NASHVILLE’S 2018 WELLNESS FUN FAIR

Beverly Flanders, HR/Office Manager

This was the third Wellness Fair for OTT Nashville. We had a full 
selection of activities for all. 

OTT Nashville CAST has come to look forward to this event. 
This is a chance to spend time with other CASTmembers in a relaxed 
setting.  Looking around the room during this event you saw the 
CAST as they ate a little and laughed a lot. Laughter is promoted 
greatly. Not only the best medicine but this is the kind of contagious 
that everyone wants to catch.  The infectious sound of laughter along 
with smiles makes the countless hours putting this day together so 
rewarding. We had so many CASTmembers thank us and comment 
on how much they enjoyed it. That is priceless but no surprise, OTT 
Nashville has a caring (and hopefully a little healthier) heart. 

This event would not have been the success it was without the 
tireless contribution’s by Janet Reed. Janet started thinking about this 
year’s Wellness Fair right after we finished last year's. I can not thank 
you enough Janet. There is always so much to handle and coordinate 
the day of these events. Caroline Perry volunteered to help with what 
ever we needed.  Janet and Caroline were right there with me until the 
last dish was washed late on the night of September 20, 2018. Ladies, 
I truly appreciate everything you did and everything you do as part of 
the Administrative Team.

Several of our local attractions and hotels that we work with 

OF THE MONTHS 
OCTOBER

Mark Patterson
Day Conductor

Lisa Earheart
Day Sales Rep

 

  Rusty Shoup
Night Supporting 

Cameron Kahley
Day Supporting

Wellness Fun Fair - TJ Shaw, Jim Carberry, Janet Reed, and Beverly Flanders

Baby Pic & Prizes

Wellness Fun Fair - Sherri Mathis and Morgan 
Harvey at the Cancer Awareness Stand

Cancer Display

Beverly Flanders with gift bags for CAST

• WELLNESS EXAMS: Two wonderful representatives from Quest Diagnostics 
• FLU SHOTS: Provided by Publix Pharmacy, participants received a $10 Gift Card
• POLICE OFFICER MATT PYLAKS: On site to discuss safety in Nashville 
• SKIN CANCER INFO. & TRIBUTE BOARD: Colored ribbons for cancer types
• MATCH THE BABY PICTURE with the CASTMember CONTEST
• GIFT BAGS FOR CASTmembers with items geared toward their position 
• Drawings for PRIZES once you completed your “PASSPORT TO HEALTH”
• PET INSURANCE promotion: Complete with emergency decals in a dog bowl

Rick Freda
Day Supporting 

Berte Stratton
Night Guide 
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HELLO, FALL
Eliza Warren, Night Operations Manager

Hello, Fall! It may have taken a little longer than normal for the 
temperature to drop in Nashville, but the number of visitors in town 
still remains high! I am happy to report that ridership on the Soul of 
Music City night tour is exceeding all goals and expectations!

We have experienced several staff changes over the past few 
months, and I am very pleased to welcome back former CASTmember 
Sazja Lincoln.  Sazja is now working as a Night Sales Representative. 
We are so happy to have you on our team!

Speaking of superstar CASTmembers, our CASTmembers of the 
Month for August were Tour Guide Sherri Mathis and Supporting 
CASTmember Josh Howell from our Fleet Maintenance team. In 
September, Lindsey Sipe was our Tour Guide of the Month and Night 
Tour Conductor Dean Larson was our Supporting CASTmember. 
Woohoo!!! We have so many amazing CASTmembers. Every single 
one of you adds so much to our team and I appreciate all that you do! 

October was a busy month company-wide, especially for private 
charters. Our night tour had the honor of hosting private tours for two 
wonderful groups. And looking ahead, we are preparing to welcome 
all the Historic Tours of America General Managers attending the 
conference in Nashville during November! We will be so proud to 
share our night tour with you.  

It’s mind-blowing how quickly this year has flown by. I wish every 
one of you a very safe and happy holiday season…and remember that 
“Music is the food for the soul and can ease any pain.” We will keep 
on spreading the love and the music, because it’s the Nashville way!

NATIONAL TOUR ASSOCIATION 
TRAVEL EXCHANGE 2018

Melissa Elliott, Vendor Rep

In November I attended 
the National Tour Association’s 
annual Travel Exchange in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This 
conference allows DMO’s, 
Tour Operators, and Suppliers 
to come together to network, 
attend educational seminars, 
and learn about the host city. 
During my time in Milwaukee, I 
met with over 30 tour operators 
(all in one day) and pitched 
why Old Town Trolley was the 
company to use when bringing 
guests to Nashville. 

I also attended an educational seminar on the 80/20 rule and this 
principle is one I learned during my training with Rod LaBranche. 
Rod told me that 80% of your sales come from 20% of your business 
and this could not be truer! What I took away from the seminar was 
how to grow the 80% of your business. 

The first evening event was held at the Harley Davidson Museum. 
Here, I saw a Harley that was swept out to sea in the 2011 Tōhoku 
tsunami and eventually washed ashore in Canada in 2013. Our 
second event was held at Discovery World which had amazing views 
of the Milwaukee skyline and we got to pet sting rays! The closing 
event was held at The Milwaukee Public Museum and guess what I 
found…. A trolley!

APARTMENT HOP
Nikki Weekly, Group Sales Manager

In the Nashville Charter department, we’ve experienced many 
firsts over the past couple of years. It’s been great to be a part of and 
to witness these experiences first hand. This September, we were 
contacted by Greystar Properties; who is the proud management 
company of many new apartment developments throughout 
Nashville. Their wish to provide an apartment hop for their current 
and prospective tenants and to utilize Old Town Trolley Tours of 
Nashville to provide the transportation for their coveted clientele was 
a very delightful first. Along with Conductor Joel Hunt, we teamed up 
to show Nashville residents some of the most amazing properties in 
the area. By the look of these photos, I think we made a perfect team.

Milwaukee Public Museum

National Tour Association -Sting Ray

 Greystar Properties 
Apartment Hop Trolley

Milwaukee Skyline

Dean Larson the Viking
Tataurus Howser as Queen Latifah

Conductor Joel Hunt 
preparing for his charter.

Harley Davidson Motorcycle from Harley Davidson Museum

HALLOWEEN FUN PHOTOS!

Lisa, Mark, Buffy, Tata

Lisa Earheart Buzzing 
around the Sales Booth.

Tim Fuller as I Wanna Be a Cowboy

Fairy Beverly Flanders 
Granting Wishes.

Mark Patterson aka
 a Key West Rooster

Lindsey Sipe aka Octoberfest Girl

TJ Shaw as Chewbacca

Melissa Elloitt & Dean Larson the Viking

Day of the Dead Buffy Butler ready for Trick or Treaters
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MORGAN HARVEY  
OTT Night Sales Agent 

Writing about yourself can be tough so I enlisted some outside help in 
describing me.  

“Hardworking, fun to work with, really loves pizza” – Kirk (Old Town Trolley 
driver, not paid for review)

“The coolest human I have ever met. She rocks!” -My Dog
“Very Helpful” – Random Night Tour Customer 
Beyond these solid facts about myself I was born in Virginia Beach, Virginia 

and was raised primarily in Charlotte, North Carolina. I have two siblings, 
Peyton (17) and Rylan (9) that both still live in North Carolina with my parents. 
I attended college at Appalachian State University where I studied Business 
Psychology. After college, I moved back to Charlotte and began working in the 
banking industry for a few years, until I decided it was time for a change in my 
life. This change led me to Nashville and ultimately to working at Historic Tours 
of America. 

 I made the solo move to Nashville in January of 2017 to work at a local 
bank, and soon realized it wasn’t all that fun exploring a new place by yourself. I 
decided to look at part time jobs where I could meet new people and eventually 
came upon a listing for Historic Tours of America. I was hired as a sales agent 
in April of 2017 and have been with the company since. My life in Nashville has 
expanded to include my Pomeranian, Shine, that I often take hiking and on road 
trips when not at work. I enjoy traveling, writing to snail mail pen pals, watching 
the Pittsburgh Steelers, and trying out various bars and restaurants in Nashville. 

The occasion that I lie is often to my siblings when I finish the last 
slice of pizza. I always blame it on Dad. 

My most treasured possession is my dog and a platter that my great 
grandmother gave me from her wedding day. 

If there was one place I would like to live besides my current city it 
would be Canterbury, England. Do we have an office there?

My favorite song is Regulators by Warren G or just about any Arctic 
Monkey’s song. 

If I had to eat one thing for the rest of my life it would be pizza and 
more pizza. 

MORGAN'S FUN FACTS

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

    
NASHVILLE NORTH KOA

Vendor Representative

Nashville North KOA has been under new ownership 
since January 2018, with Sharon & Bob Miller being the 
new managers.  With the hard work and support of the 
awesome team we have, we have been able to make some 
great improvements and we have other great upgrades and 
improvements in the works.

We are pleased to announce that Nashville North KOA 
is a proud recipient of the 2019 KOA President's Award. 
This award is presented to KOA campgrounds that excel 
in providing great camping facilities and consistently high 
levels of guest service. Recipients of the award are chosen 
by KOA's camping guests through satisfaction surveys and 
KOA's own quality inspection. The entire Nashville North 
KOA Team is dedicated in providing world-class hospitality 
and making everyone’s stay an awesome experience.

Our park has 95 sites, 4 cabins, Kamp K9 (Pet walking 
trail as well), games, a pool (seasonally), and more! We 
also offer a general store on site where you can purchase 
needed items or souvenirs.

We are less than 15 minutes from downtown Nashville 
and have partnered with Old Town Trolley on their referral 
program to offer our guests an easy way to purchase their 
tours and attractions at a discounted rate!

Relaxing Swing Front entrance

Beverly Flanders

This is what happens when Beverly Flanders, 
HR, comes in on her birthday

FACEBOOK.COM/NASHVILLETROLLEY

TWITTER.COM/NASHTROLLEY

INSTAGRAM.COM/OLDTOWNTROLLEY

CELEBRATING BEVERLY'S 
BIRTHDAY!

MOTIVATION FROM OUR WELLNESS FAIR

CONDUCTOR APPRECIATION 
COOKOUT 2018

Bill McBryar, Head Conductor

This summer has been an 
extremely busy time here in 
Nashville with the warm weather 
and higher than expected 
ridership. We are very fortunate 
to have conductors that are 
willing to be adaptable to any 
unexpected changes from day to 
day and from tour to tour. Due 
to their hard work and always 
being ready for a load and go 
situation, we as a Leadager team, 
came together and decided to 
bring a grill down to our stop #1 
and grill lunch for everyone. We 
set up a pop-up tent and seating 
and our Head Conductor Bill 
McBryar became the chef for 

the event. As the conductors, Sales Reps and CSR’s took their lunch 
breaks they all came over and were able to enjoy a fresh cooked meal. 
The menu consisted of hamburgers, hotdogs, chicken, potato salad, 
chips, baked beans and all the fixen’s to go with it.  The cookout was 
a huge success!! Many thanks go out to Ally Marshall (Safety Officer) 
for assisting with dispatching and helping out and to all that were 
involved in making this event so enjoyable. 

 TJ Dancing

Bill McBryar Cooking 
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SAN DIEGO
VIVA LA TATAS

David  Thornton, General Manager

What a great night! Lots of smiles and fun along with a few margaritas 
and great food. Thank you to all for supporting our fundraising efforts 
for Making Strides Against Breast Cancer including donations for the 
bake sales, the 3K walk, the Big Pink Chair fundraising events, and the 
two silent auctions held within the office and at the Viva Las Tatas event. 
Giving back to our community by sponsoring and volunteering where 
we live, work, and play is important to me and I am so appreciative to see 
it is important to all of you and our CAST too.

I want to give a special thank you to Erica Dill for leading our efforts. 
We could not have done this without her. I also want to give a big thank 
you to Nancy Nuhaily, Cristina Valenzuela, and Carmen Thulin for 
helping organize the event, checking in guests, doing the raffle drawing 
and handing out the goodie bags. It takes a lot of volunteer time, support, 
and team effort to bring something of this magnitude together.

I cannot forget our wonderful partner Café Coyote and Emily 
Roberts. Café Coyote has been a wonderful business partner with us and 
we really appreciate all the support (and margaritas!) they have given us 
over the years. Next year, Café Coyote and OTTSD celebrate 30 years!

The turnout in Balboa 
Park was awesome!

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY

Jim Stephens
Conductor

Barbie Harrell
Sales Representative

Bret Daguio
SEAL Tour

Charlie Hogquist
Specialty Tour

John Lindsey, Nicoletta Meo-Cook and 
Carmen Thulin take a break from fundraising in the chair.

Gringos in costume gave generously for a chance in the Big Pink Chair.

CAST represented the company at the walk in Balboa Park.

Locals were revved up to raise funds at the Big Pink Chair events in October.

Brave Leadagers took a pie in the face
 to raise money for the cause.

Bob Williams 
Conductor

Barbie Harrell
Sales 

Representative

Bryan Virgil
Supporting

Captain Steve 
Blackman
SEAL Tour

Don Crist
Specialty Tour

Lynn Harris
Pickle Award

SAN DIEGO GOES PINK FOR 
MAKING STRIDES AGAINST BREAST CANCER

Erica Dill, HR-Office Leadager

October is our official kick-off for our annual Breast Cancer 
Fundraising.  The money we raise goes to the American Cancer Society 
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer to provide services for patients 
and their families as well as fund groundbreaking research. This year we 
raised close to $17,000!

One of our fun money raising ventures is the BIG PINK CHAIR.  
We sponsored this amazing piece of inflatable furniture and set it up at 
the Visitor Information Center and Old Town Market.  CASTmembers 
dressed in their pink Trolley shirts asked for donations in exchange for 
people getting on the chair and taking pictures.  

Our biggest fundraising strategy was our fiesta dinner event, Viva 
Las Tatas!.  Tickets included an evening of dinner, margaritas, live music, 
goodie bags, door prize drawing and a silent auction.  A special thank you 
to our sponsors: Winsor Industrial, Café Coyote, Frieda Kahlo Tequila, 
Boutique Fitness, Cintas, San Diego Gulls, The Horton Grand Hotel and 
all those who donated the themed baskets for the silent auction. 

Other fundraising events were raffles, bake sales, bottled water and 
Leadager Silent Auction; something for every week of October.

The fundraising year hit a high point in Balboa park with the 21st 
anniversary of the American Cancer Society Making Strides Against 
Breast Cancer walk.  25,000 people, as well as our own team, participated 
in the 4-mile walk. Our unique pink trolley even made an appearance to 
the event.

Our CAST really came together to raise money. Many in our CAST 
have personal connections to loved ones affected by cancer. It is truly a 
team effort and we can’t wait to do even more next year! We fundraise 
and walk in hopes that one day we find a cure. 

Tara Grimes and her guest
 enjoy the evening’s festivities.

conductors Doug Keeling,
 Jeff Archuletta, and JR Houchen.

Nancy Nuhaily and her daughter Vicky 
hang out with Tim Wright at the event.

Cristina Valenzuela, Susie Vetter, Jim 
Fraley and a guest enjoy margaritas!

OF THE MONTHS
SEPTEMBER

OF THE MONTHS
OCTOBER

Christian Perez, Martin Baez 
and Raul Olvarria  

Supporting

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS

Rod LaBranche  20 years
Alberto Guzman  20 years
Barbara Harrell  12 years
Dale O'Brien  11 years
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Hello, my name is Francisco Noguez. I was hired for Old Town 
Trolley in 2002, and now I work as a detailing lead in San Diego, 
California. I love working here because I have great coworkers and 
everyone treats you like family!

I was born and raised in Mexico City, where I briefly studied 
Engineering in the University of Mexico (UNAM). I then came into 
the US when I was 18 years old, looking for a better opportunity. Once 
here, I met my wife, and we are currently married with three kids, two 
chickens, and one dog. I love animals! 

In my free time, I like to go hiking on local trails with my kids, and 
listen to music. Lastly, I love meeting new people and making friends. 
I like the psychology behind it, and learning how to treat people 
differently based on what they’re like.

FRANCISCO NOGUEZ
Detailing Lead

ROD'S FUN PHOTOS

If were to die and come back as a person or a thing, I 
would like to come back as an eagle, because they are 
free to fly wherever.

My favorite vacation spot would be Egypt. I haven’t been, 
but I’ve always wanted to visit the pyramids in Egypt.

My greatest fear is flying in a plane.

The traits I most value are loyalty and honesty.

The living person I admire most is my mom.

FRANCISCO'S FUN FACTS

Guillermo “Bill” Trigueros
Humphreys Half Moon Inn

Rod LaBranche, Director of Travel Industry Sales

As Old Town Trolley Tours of San Diego commemorates our 
30th year in San Diego, I would like to spotlight Bell Captain Bill 
Trigueros from Humphreys Half Moon Inn. Bill has worked at 
Humphreys for 46 years and has been selling Old Town Trolley 
Tours for 29 years!!! He’s definitely the longest supporter of Old 
Town Trolley Tours in San Diego. Bill oversees the Bell Staff and 
also does Concierge services at the hotel. He’s a San Diego native, 
has been married to his wife for 42 years, and has 3 children. On 
his time off, Bill enjoys going on walks and he prides himself on 
giving great customer service to his guests at Humphreys. He 
loves working at Humphreys Half Moon Inn and says he spends 
more time at the hotel than at home. Humphreys is situated 
on picturesque Shelter Island and has 182 rooms and suites. It 
feels like a tropical getaway at this Polynesian-inspired resort. 
The hotel is known for its Hawaiian-style entry with a striking 
wood sculptural element that soars up beyond the A-frame roof 
like a giant outrigger. The hotel also hosts many famous acts at 
Humphreys Concerts on the Bay each summer. Thank you, Bill, 
and to the entire team at Humphreys Half Moon Inn for all of 
your tremendous support over the decades!

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

 Visitors to Old Town took photos with costumed celebrants of Dia de los Muertos. Skulls are the dominant 
imagery for Dia de los Muertos.

Jim Lamberson, Andy Laird, John ‘Red’ Lindsey and Bill Meagher.

Rod and Chef Concierge Gaby Delgado 
at the Fairmont Washington DC

Rod with Keith Moore from Arlington 
National Cemetery Tours 

Visitors wrote the names and 
remembrances of loved  ones at the 

Market.

DIA DE LOS MUERTOS
Sebastian Biagioni, Old Town Market Operations Leasing Manager

Old Town Dia de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead, was another 
great event this year with many activities and celebrations.  Not to be 
confused with Halloween, Dia de los Muertos is a Mexican holiday 
celebrated throughout Mexico, in particular the Central and South 
regions, and by people of Mexican heritage elsewhere. The multi-
day holiday focuses on gatherings of family and friends to pray for 
and remember friends and family members who have died, and help 
support their spiritual journey.  This year’s festivities attracted over 
10,000 visitors for the 2-day celebration. Over forty local businesses, 
museums, retail and restaurants created traditional Día de los 
Muertos altars. Many of the altars honored the historic figures from 
Old Town's past, and Old Town Market remembered our family and 
friends that have graced our lives with joy and fond memories. Some 
of the activities available at the Market were Sugar Skull face painting, 
Paper Flower crowns and various other family friendly activities. The 
evening Procession on November 2nd began in front of the Church 
and was led by Azteca Dancers to El Campo Santo Cemetery. Those 
who participated were glad to remember the lives of their family and 
friends while being able to participate in one of Old Town’s grand 
traditions.

SAFETY
John Lindsey, Safety Officer

San Diego had their annual safety audit with visitors from Key 
West and St. Augustine, along with guests from Liberty Mutual and 
Hub International. Trolleys were ridden, properties were walked, 
safety briefings were given and National Safety Vendors were visited. 
There was even a company fundraiser event where Bill Meagher tried 
to buy ALL of the auction items! Once all the T’s were crossed and 
all the I’s dotted, San Diego’s CAST stood proudly alongside their 
accomplishments (and we all let out a collective sigh when the week 
was over)! Thank you to Bill, Jim and Andy, for visiting us and your 
continued support of OTT San Diego.

The Old Town Market altar was a splendid site for the celebrations.
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FACEBOOK.COM/SANDIEGOTROLLEY

TWITTER.COM/SANDIEGOTROLLEY

INSTAGRAM.COM/OLDTOWNTROLLEY

SAN DIEGO SEAL TOURS 
SAFETY STAND DOWN DAY

Jim Saffer, Head SEAL Captain

The San Diego SEAL Tours operation hosted our local United 
States Coast Guard Sector for a joint stand down safety presentation.  
The Coast Guard Captain of the Port for San Diego, Captain Joseph 
Buzzella gave a brief introduction for their attending officers and 
staff, followed by comprehensive SEAL safety policies and procedures 
review presentation given by Head Seal Captain James L. Saffer. 
Safety protocols and best practices were reviewed and given a big 
thumbs up of approval and support by the Coast Guard.

2018 VETERAN’S DAY PARADE
Erica Frost and Jeanette Renning, Charters and Group Sales

Old Town Trolley and SEAL Tours donated five Trolleys and one 
SEAL to our local Veterans organizations that need transportation 
in the 32nd annual Veterans Day Parade on Saturday, November 
10th. This year we have the honor of transporting on our Trolleys the 
local chapters of the following Veterans organizations: Distinguished 
Flying Cross Society, the American Ex-POWs, the Military Order 
of the Purple Heart, San Diego Honor Flight, the Mount Soledad 
Memorial Association and the SEAL will be carrying the Vietnam 

SEAL Captains, First Mates, and Coast Guard staff review
 material together in the briefing area.

Coast guard officers and staff come face-to-face with our hydra-terras.

Unit Memorial Monument Fund. We are honored to be the preferred 
company that these amazing organizations select to transport 
these heroes. The theme for this year’s parade is “Lift Your Voice 
for Veterans!” and OTT is proud to be a (small) part of this time-
honored tradition.

Our long awaited SEAL diesel tank project finally comes to completion.  

REST EASY
GREG MCPARTLIN 

  David Thornton, General Manager

Old Town Trolley Tours of San Diego lost a 
great friend with the passing of Greg McPartlin 
in early November. Greg was a Vietnam-era 
Navy Corpsman on SEAL Team One, veteran 
with three tours of duty, successful Coronado 
businessman, former Coronado Chamber of 
Commerce President and a tremendous Old 
Town Trolley supporter. He was well known 
for his incredibly successful and locally popular 
restaurant, Mc P’s Irish Pub, where the motto 
was “Kids and dogs welcomed, Adults tolerated.” 
“It was always my dream to create a restaurant 
where my SEAL Team friends could feel 
comfortable - someplace the community could 
also enjoy as their own,” said McPartlin. Greg 
was a huge advocate for Old Town Trolley Tours 
of San Diego, helping to establish our Coronado 
stop on Orange Avenue right in front of Mc 
P’s Irish Pub. In addition to his love for family 
and friends, he will be fondly remembered 
for his contributions to our nation, the city of 
Coronado, and our entire OTTSD community. 
Rest easy, Greg.

OLD TOWN MARKET – MIKE LEBOLD
Sebastian Biagioni, Old Town Market Operations Leasing Manager

Mike LeBold has been working with 
the Old Town Trolley and the Old Town 
Market for over 12 years. He has been 
active at the Old Town Market creating 
various murals and accents throughout 
the property. With the Trolleys, he 
painted and helped design the artwork 
for the original Beach Trolley and has 
been the man behind the playful and 
fun seals on the side of our SEAL Tour 
hydra-terras. We are fortunate to have 
Mike’s creative and artistic talents, but 
also his friendship and warm smile. He 
and his pup, Twinkle, are a welcome 
sight to us all. We appreciate and thank 
you Mike for all the time, effort and 
wonderful memories you have given us 
and our guests!

DIESEL TANK PROJECT COMPLETION

Mike Lebold in front of a Seal

Mike Lebold in front of Ghost & Gravestones vehicle Mike Lebold in front of his art at Old Town Market

The Vietnam Unit Memorial Monument Fund rode in style atop a SEAL hydra-terra.

WWII Veterans enjoyed waving to the parade crowds from the comfort of a trolley.

Parade participants reenacted the raising 
of the flag on Iwo Jima from WWII.

Supporters of the ‘Keep the Spirit of 45 
Alive’ movement honor the legacy of 

WWII veterans.

IN MEMORY
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OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS  of  SAN DIEGO GHOSTS & GRAVESTONES TOUR... A HIT IN OCTOBER                
Harold  Dozier-Henson, Head Conductor

FUN PHOTO

The CAST in the spirit of the season, HALLOWEENHonoring those who have served our great county.  We salute you!

Erica Frost survives another OCTOBER, 
traditionally the busiest month for the 

charter dept.

Curly Chiotras, Patrick Nettles, Erica Dill, 
Mike LeBold, John and Jessica Savage, and Sophia Kokezas. 

Tim Wright getting the final touch ups for a night of Halloweening.

The CASTmembers HALLOWEENIt’s not Superwoman, it’s Super 
Saleswoman Renee Holland!

Cave Couts, Charlie Hogquist, celebrates 
his 197th birthday at his headstone

 in Pioneer Park!

FAMILIES ENJOY “KIDS FREE OCTOBER” 
   David Thornton, General Manager

During the entire month of October, families with children 
enjoyed special deals at more than a hundred San Diego hotels, 
restaurants, attractions, museums and tour companies during "Kids 
Free San Diego" Month. Providing families an opportunity to save 
during budget-conscious times, "Kids Free San Diego" Month offers a 
variety of "kids free" incentives, ranging from complimentary meals, 
attraction admission, hotels and Amtrak rides and much more.  Old 
Town Trolley and SEAL Tours also included kids ride free all during 
the month of October.

Consistently rated one of the top family destinations in North 
America, San Diego is home to world-class family attractions, 
abundant arts and culture, family fun eateries and hotels and popular 
activities likes surfing, whale watching and golf. As the summer 
beach crowds diminish, visitors to San Diego in October can relish 
in the region's sunny weather and warm temperatures and enjoy a 
number of fun-filled fall activities. 

CAST TAKE ON THE MARINE CORPS 
RECRUIT BOOT CAMP CHALLENGE  

 David Thornton, General Manager

The three-mile run is part obstacle course, featuring the very same 
physical challenges that Marines Corps Recruits encounter during 
their training. Participants face more than 40 obstacles, including 
tunnel crawls, log hurdles, six-foot walls, trenches, cargo net walls 
and push up stations throughout the race. USMC Drill Instructors 
will be at each station to make sure you’ve completed your obstacles.   
Proceeds from the event will go to the Quality of Life Programs for 
Marines and Sailors aboard MCRD San Diego.

The month of October was an excellent time for the Ghosts 
& Gravestones Tours here in always sunny San Diego! We were 
consistently busy every night of the week and our Charter Department 
contributed to the ghostly fun with lots of private groups taking the 
Tour.

Our newest addition to the Ghost & Gravestones Tours are cruise 
ships!  Yes, the Shore Excursion Managers have included our tours 
in their ships’ Shore Excursion itineraries! It’s a little difficult to 
imagine, but our visiting cruisers started signing up more and more 
for daytime ghost tours!

There were also the (un)usual paranormal experiences at night, 
such as the little girl who felt her sister poking her in the back (her 
sister was not there)! There was a senior group that chartered the 
Ghost Trolley for a fun filled night of ghoulish activity. 

Onboard the Trolley, there were two service dogs in training; the 
problem was one of the service dogs kept walking in circles and would 
not get off the Trolley! Happy Haunting to all our HTA Family!

Ghost Tour Whaley House
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CITY SCOOP
Garry Patrick, General Manager

We all screamed out Happy Halloween at the start of October as 
we knew our friends in the Ghosts & Gravestones Department braced 
themselves for more records. Once again, they didn’t disappoint 
by putting together some amazing numbers throughout the entire 
month.

Bruce Smith and the Maintenance Department are working really 
hard to convert some of San Diego’s Victorian Trolleys into more 
Ghosts & Gravestones vehicles.  I know David Thornton is glad to ship 
his old trolleys east!  We love them.  Keep them coming.  Our goal is 
to have a fleet of 9 black Ghost Trolleys so we can run a combined 21 
tours on busy nights between our Ghosts and Gravestones and Ghost 
Town Trolley Tours.

Our daytime conductors are enjoying the cooler weather that 
Fall brings.  After an incredibly hot season, the temperatures have 
dropped significantly.  Mind you I still seem to be sweating when I 
am out and about so I guess the humidity is still there.  You gotta love 
the South!

Rock and Roll Marathon was also back in town and we were able 
to work closely with Ironman Group to fulfill all their shuttle needs.  
Numbers were down on last year but I hear they are planning big 
things for Savannah in the future.  Well done to all our conductors 
and support staff for their hard work.

We were also pleased to recruit Scott Leekley from the conductor 
ranks to the Vendor Department. Scott has a strong sales background 
and I am expecting big things from him once he settles in.

We also added our first Leadager Trainee, Ryan Bolgan to our 
ranks.  Ryan is a terrific fellow who has worked very hard in such a 
short time to stand out as a future leader in our company.  I am very 
pleased he is moving forward.

Now to get ready for the Holiday Season!

OPERATIONS
Andrew Hill, Operations Manager

Once again we have come through our busiest day of the year 
– Rock and Roll Marathon.  We had a long, but good day shuttling 
runners to and from the race and between the finish and start lines.  
We asked a lot from our CAST and our leadagement that day, and 
they all stepped up.  Thank you to everyone for your help!

Now we are gearing up for our Holiday Sights tour.  It is always a 
popular one with our guests and our conductors.  This year we have 
started a new partnership with one of our best Savannah attractions, 
the Massey School.  They will be hosting our guests with a visit with 
Santa, some festive lights, and candy canes for everyone.  We have 
training for it going on now, and look forward to entertaining our 
guests.

Our venerable Safety Officer, Kenny Gresham got a new initiative 
going this past Thursday.  While the sales team had their breakout 
meeting during morning briefing Kenny got the conductors out in 
the lot to refresh folks on the proper use of the mirror check station.  
See the attached pictures of people rapt with attention to his sage 
advice.  We are always looking for ways to help our conductor class 
and this was a great way to polish up what our conductors do.

DEPOT SALES
Jim Rafferty, Depot Sales Manager

As we rolled into September, we were looking for a monster of a 
month. We started out with huge gains over September 2017. Then 
came Hurricane Florence. Although we were spared a direct impact, 
Savannah was in the cone long enough that guest stayed away. Not 
to mention the devastation to the north of us, some guests just plain 
could not get here. We finished ok, but not where we wanted. We 
went into October with high hopes, but Hurricane Michael came up 
from the Gulf. Luckily it continued to drift to the west, again we were 
spared. Michael also had some impact on our overall totals, but from 
both of these storms, things could have been much worse. We are 
certainly thankful for that. 

Our CAST was beginning to believe summer would never end, 
we had over 90 consecutive days over 90 degrees. With the Savannah 
humidity, it was starting to wear on us. We finally saw some fall like 
weather as we came to the end of October, I know our CAST will be 
looking forward to some really nice days out there moving forward. 
As always I would like to congratulate all our CAST for making it 
through another summer season in Savannah!

Our “not so busy season” begins in November as we prepare 
for the Rock & Roll Marathon. We will have some 10,000 to 15,000 
runners in town. We are looking for many of them to take advantage 
of the “Show us your Bib” program, where a participant can take 
advantage of a buy one get one.

  Congratulations to our August Sales Rep of the Month Morgen 
Brooks and our September Sales Rep of the Month T Floyd. Well 
done!!!

GHOSTS & GRAVESTONES
Justin Kent, Program Manager

What a great couple of months we have had! October, of course, 
is a banner month every year for Ghosts & Gravestones and this year 
was no different! We were consistently busy throughout the month, 
and broke some of our personal records in ridership! Halloween is 
such fun for all of us Ghosties, and our guides dress in their Halloween 
finest! We had pirates and ghouls and even Mae West giving tours 
that night! We also had a great time at the October CAST meeting 
showing off our costuming skills! 

  SAVANNAH
WELCOME 
ABOARD

Happy Anniversary!
OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS

Michael Smith  13 years
Jacqueline Kelly  13 years
Juanita Erskine  8 years
Rance Shell  8 years
Tommisine Hutton 7 years
Michael Lenz  6 years
Ashley Gnann  3 years 
Christopher Maudlin 3 years 
Amanda Harn  3 years
Patrick Starling  2 years
Sean Ferrer  1 year
Christian Hamilton 1 year
Steve Harmon  1 year
Christophere Morris 1 year
Kelly Catlett  1 year 

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS
Cruz Boyer

Cassandra Kemp

GHOSTS & GRAVESTONES
Sarah Demott
William Wright

SIMPLY SAVANNAH
Angelique Johnson

AMERICAN PROHIBITION MUSEUM
Michael Moore
Tiffany Williams

TROLLEY STOP GIFTS
Tana Walker, Manager

During the month of October, Trolley 
Stop Gifts had several things going on. 
First we had the annual Wag O ween, 
which the humane society puts on to 
raise money. You can enter your pets in it 
for a small fee and in return they give you 
a map of the local stores that participate 
and you go by there to take your dog 
trick or treating. This year Trolley Stop 
passed out a lot of Milk Bones to the 
dogs. Then on November 3rd we had the 
annual Rock and Roll Marathon which 
always brings in some customers. 

We have stocked the store with our 
winter apparel and accessories. We have 
had a couple of cooler days already 
and the new merchandise seems to be 
popular among our guests.

Ghost Guide Allison Robinson (dressed as her conductor mother)
 learns fire safety from the Grim Reaper

Ghost Guide Steven Curler surprised and wowed 
everyone with a perfect Mrs. Doubtfire costume

TSG Manager Tana Walker’s daughter 
Courtney, who is taking her German Shepherd “Wag O Weening”

Retail Associate, Kailey Franklin 
(aka Mikael), ringing up a customer

Ghost MOD Kristina Prince 
pulls off a flawless Mae West

Ron Srader
Conductor

Canscelow Taylor
Sales Rep 

Kelly Jones
Supporting CASTmember 

Allison Robinson
G&G 

Sean Ferrer
APM 

OF THE MONTHS
OCTOBER
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Hi everyone! My name is Gabrielle Heintzelman. I am the new Assistant Museum 
Director at the American Prohibition Museum. I moved to the Savannah area in April 
of this year with my husband, Blake, and our two cats, Nemo and Cleo. We are a military 
family, so we have moved around quite a bit, but, most recently, we were at Fort Sill in 
Oklahoma. Before that, we were in Nashville, Tennessee for about five years. Nashville 
has been our favorite so far, but Savannah is quickly becoming our number one choice.

I am originally from Montreal, Quebec. As much as I like to claim that I am 
Canadian, I moved to Kingsport, Tennessee when I was about three years old, so 
it barely counts. I moved to Orlando, Florida when I was twenty to work for Walt 
Disney World. I was a participant in the Disney College Program, and I worked as a 
concierge for Disney’s Art of Animation Resort. Disney is still one of my favorite places 
to visit when I have some time off! After my Program, I moved back to Tennessee 
and graduated from Tennessee State University with a Bachelors Degree in Political 
Science. In my free time, I love to explore the city. I love walking around the beautiful 
squares and just taking everything in! I am also an avid hockey fan (GO PREDS!), and 
I try to keep up with it as closely as I can. 

I am extremely grateful for this opportunity with Historic Tours of America at the 
American Prohibition Museum. It is truly an amazing place to work, and I am able to 
learn something new every single day. I cannot wait to see what the future has in store 
for the museum, and I am honored to be able to grow along with it!

GABRIELLE HEINTZELMAN
Assistant Museum Director, American Prohibition Museum

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
CHARLIE BRAZIL!

GHOSTS & GRAVESTONES

The living person I most admire is my little brother Nico. Nico is autistic, 
but you would not have any idea unless you sat and spoke with him 
for a while. He lives on his own and has a full-time job. He reminds me 
every single day that it does not matter what obstacle lies ahead of 
you or within you, you can accomplish anything you set your mind to. 

If I had to eat one thing for the rest of my life it would be tacos all 
the time if I could! It is a once per week dinner in my household. 

The historical figure I most identify with is Walt Disney. I love his 
sense of wonder and that he wanted everything to have a sense of 
show. He wanted people to get lost in his creations. I admire his want 
of always looking towards the future and how to continuously amaze 
people with new technologies and experiences. 

 I most value honesty and trustworthiness in my friends. Friends need 
to be able to discuss certain subjects openly and honestly with each 
other with the knowledge that the topic will not leave the space. 

My greatest fear is the dark! I do NOT like dark spaces and not 
knowing what is behind me!

GABRIELLE'S FUN FACTS

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT
Jennie Linares, Guest Service Manager, 
Fairfield Inn & Suites, Savannah South

My name is Jennie Linares Guest Service Manager, I have been 
employed with the Fairfield Inn & Suites Savannah I 95 South 
since 2005.

in the 11 years out of the thirteen that I have been  working 
at the hotel I have had the pleasure to build a great working 
relationship with Old Town Trolley and with  Robert Hunter 
(AKA) Colonel.  It has truly been my pleasure to get to know him 
He is a gentle soul and always has a smile on his face each time he 
visits the hotel. During the holidays he always spoils us with the 
delicious goodies and is always dressed to match what holiday it 
may be which brings us into the spirit even more. It has truly been 
a pleasure to have this relationship with Colonel and I am looking 
forward to many more years.

I have loved being a part of selling the tickets to our guests on 
behalf of Old Town Trolley because I truly believe they are a great 
company and having been on the tour myself I feel very confident 
in selling the tickets because I know the guests will be taken care 
of.  I feel like I'm part of the Old Town Trolley family. I love hearing 
our guests rave about their experience when they return to the 
hotel from their tour.  Some of the comments I receive are, we 
loved our tour guide they were so informative and I did not know 
Savannah had such a deep rich history. That's just a few things 
and others talk about how professional and friendly the staff from 
Old Town Trolley are this is why I highly recommend Old Town 
Trolley for all our guests' tour needs because I know they're going 
to take back with them the best Savannah History has to offer and 
Old Ttown Trolley is the best way to go.

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT
AMERICAN PROHIBITION MUSEUM 

& CONGRESS STREET UP SPEAKEASY 
Kayla Black, Museum Manager

Hello from America’s 
ONLY Prohibition Museum! 
We had such a good October 
and November, it’s hard to 
believe that one of those should 
be an off-season month for 
us! Rain and cooler weather 
mean nothing but more guest 
visitation for us, and we are 
certainly happy to have them. 
We’ve been keeping busy with 
some fun, new initiatives in 
the museum, including the 
initial phases of development 
for International Translation 
Stations throughout the space! 

We are hoping that German, French, Spanish, and Chinese speaking 
guests will have the opportunity to fully experience the Prohibition 
Museum through the stations that will be installed, one in each 
gallery. We are also working on helping to promote our awesome 
Prohibition Era cocktails in the speakeasy by placing placards in 
various spots around the museum that tie the tasty drinks directly 
into the time period. Gangster Fashion? How about a Brown Derby 
cocktail? A smashed-up bar by Carrie Nation? The Sazerac steps in! 
Nothing but bubbles and toasts here at the APM.

Some really cool APM SWAG 
downstairs in Trolley Stop Gifts

Holly Sanders proves that even 1920s costumes can be just the littlest bit scary

Paul Rabe dresses in a traditional 1920s costume behind the bar for Halloween

Celebrating Charlie!  The BIG 50

Ghosts & Gravestones interior
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 HUMAN RESOURCES
Renee Mercer, HR Manager

Our 2nd Annual ScaFunGer Hunt has come to a close and, after 
utilizing some of the feedback from last year’s event, it was a success!  
Those who participated felt it was better than the previous year and I 
thank the 2017 suggestions of participating CASTmembers for that; so 
THANK YOU!  CASTmembers found their way around our gorgeous 
and spacious Historic District as well as Bonaventure Cemetery (a 
little further out) to find small clues and take fun photos.  This year 
our top 5 performers were Travis Spangenberg (Prohibition Museum 
Actor Supervisor), Jacqueline Kelly (Lead Conductor), Edie Chancey 
(Conductor), Shirley Robinson (Conductor), and Janin Marie Irby 
(Groups and Charters Coordinator). Take a moment to check out 
some of the fun photo submissions. In addition to those previously 
listed, making cameos are Phil Grainey (Conductor), Bobbie Renee 
Lewis (Vendor Rep), April Jackson (HR Admin), Vicky Dopson (AP/
AR Clerk), Kelly Jones (Admin), Stephanie Courtney (Director of 
First Impressions), Peri Brown (Conductor), Ashlee Farris (Admin), 
Lee Warren (Concierge), Heather Owens (Ghost Host), and Justin 
Kent (G&G Program Manager) with his son, Logan, and shiny new 
Fiancé, Valerie! Take a moment to check out some of the fun photo 
submissions.

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS  of  SAVANNAH

Stephanie Courtney (Dir. 1st Impressions) 
rivaling the sunshine with her smile!

Edie Chancey

Conductor Phil Grainey Is
 dead tired from his search

Justin Kent, made it a family affair with 
his son Logan and shiny new fiancé, Val.

Phil Grainey has is eye on the prize

Bean Kelly and Edie Chancey teamed up
 with new CASTmember Peri Brown

 AP/AR Clerk, Vicky Dopson, made 
headlines by joining the Admin 

department’s ScaFUNging Team.

Admin Assistant, Kelly Jones, found 
the clues panned out after all.

Shirley Robinson, Conductor, seems unsure 
about her submission…but she was right!

Heather Owens (Ghost Host) popping over to 
Bonaventure Cemetery to find some answers

Looks like Janin Marie Irby (Groups Coordinator) is sad about the deal Travis Spangenburg 
(Lead Actor APM) and  Bobbie Renee Lewis (Vendor Coordinator) have struck.

The Superladies striking a pose with Tybee Vacation Rentals.
Colin Wongk, Megan Carlisle, Bobbie Renee, Janin Marie Irby, Ashley Wood, and Marina Voight

 HALLOWEEN COOKIE PROGRAM

But first coffee!
Laura Ross, Janin Marie Irby, Bobbie Renee

Vendor Department Superheroes 
checking in at Biltmore RV Park.

Stephen Plunk, Barbara Bacon, Robert “Colonel” 

Sales Team Heroes guarding one of our new wrapped trolleys.
Laura Ross, Stephen Plunk, Janin Marie Irby, Robert “Colonel” Hunter, Bobbie Renee

BOURBON GINGERSNAP 
CRUSTED HAM

•  1 (8 pound) bone in ham, mesh removed, 
rinsed and pat dry

• 1/4 cup maple syrup
• 1/4 cup dijon mustard
• 1 cup brown sugar
• 2 tablespoons bourbon (or 2 teaspoons 

vanilla extract)
•  1 cup crushed gingersnap cookies

INGREDIENTS

1. Score the ham by spiraling around it with 
a knife from top to bottom rotating as you 
go and then repeat in the other direction 
forming diamonds with a crisscross 
pattern about 1 inch apart.

2. Place the ham in a baking dish, insert a 
meat thermometer, cover in foil and bake 
in a preheated 250F/130C oven until the 
temperature reaches 130F, about 2-4 
hours depending on the size of the ham.

3. Remove the diamonds with tongs, dab 
dry with paper towels, brush on the maple 
syrup followed by the mustard, sprinkle on 
brown sugar, spritze on the bourbon and 
press on the gingersnap crumbs.

4. Insert the meat thermometer and bake 
in a preheated 350F/180C oven until the 
ham reaches 140F, about 30-60 minutes 
depending on the size, before letting it 
rest for 30 minutes and carving it.

DIRECTIONS

BY BOBBIE RENEE LEWIS, 
VENDOR REPRESENTATIVE

FACEBOOK.COM/SAVANNAHTROLLEY

TWITTER.COM/SAVANNAHTROLLEY

INSTAGRAM.COM/OLDTOWNTROLLEY
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   ST. AUGUSTINE
OLD JAIL REDEDICATION 

Jeanne Coyne, Assistant to the General Manager

In September we held our Old Jail Rededication.  The Old Jail 
dates back to 1891 when it operated as the St Johns County jail until 
1953.  At that time, it became a tourist attraction.  The Old Jail held 
up to the weather over the years until Hurricanes Matthew and 
Irma came through in 2016 and 2017 respectively.  The back to back 
hurricanes were too much for the aging jail and it sustained damage 
that had to immediately be addressed.  Renovations were extensive!  
Over a million dollars and one year later, the Old Jail was back to 
original and better than ever.  It was a major undertaking to insure 
the Old Jail was renovated to look just as it did when it was first 
built.  To celebrate the Old Jail’s re-opening, we held a Rededication 
ceremony and invited many dignitaries from around St Johns County 
who have helped support us throughout the years.  Ed Swift III was on 
hand to do the ribbon cutting. He also presented Police Chief Barry 
Fox with a check for $5,000 as a donation to the Police Benevolent 
Organization as a thank you for all of the hard work and support his 
department provides to the city of St. Augustine all through the year.  

We ended the rededication with a gluten free birthday cake for 
our President Ed Swift, III.  

Enjoying the festivities of the Old Jail Rededication and Ed Swift III birthday.

Some jail bird entertain

Ed Swift, III birthday cake.Chief Barry Fox with his wife Gerri Fox
 and on their left, St. Augustine Mayor, Nancy Shaver

Chad Light (aka Deputy) John Thomas and his wife Norma  

Ed Swift, III and Police Chief Barry Fox

David Chatterton, Ed Swift, III, Grandson Easton Swift and Police Chief Barry Fox

WELCOME 
ABOARD

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS
Diana Dorethy
Erin Billman
Randall Oltman
Wendy Burnettt
Joseph Kelly
Taylor Morganti
Nancy Ulja
Shelly Ward
Lisa Colon-Rivera
Jonatan Perez
Nancy Labossiere
Sydney Boucugnani

Katie Myers
Gary Queen
Alesia Pierson
Mark Lohnes
Charles Hughlett
Valeriya Alex
Gabriel Hernandez
Brittany Horne
Joel Luna
Fernando Esposito
John Adams Jr.
Susan Miller

FACEBOOK.COM/STAUGUSTINETOURS

TWITTER.COM/STAUGUSTINETOUR

INSTAGRAM.COM/OLDTOWNTROLLEY

Happy Anniversary!
OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS

Rene Gutierrez  24 years
Andrew Laird  23 years
Jennifer Weigle  7 years
Lindsay Gray  5 years
Brett Milhorn  5 years
Gregory Coleman 5 years
Doris Lagasee   4 years
Dianna Thackwell 4 years
Richard Sowle  4 years
Jesse Mason  3 years
Eliott Alex  3 years
Cheryl Scovel  3 years
Stephen Slaughter 2 years
Tia Coffman   2 years
Laurie Kovacs  2 years
Kerry Wall  2 years 
Kyle Dumpson   1 year
Kelly Kratzer  1 year
Emanuel Shcokley 1 year
Daniel Anderson  1 year
Kathleen Wooster 1 year
Thomas Bair  1 year
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ANNIVERSARY PARTY 
Jeanne Coyne, Assistant to the General Manager

Old Town celebrated it’s 17th Anniversary in November.  The 
party was held in front of the Old Jail in a Block Party style event.  We 
hired an incredible band, 5:00 O’clock Shadow.  They were awesome 
and everyone loved them!   The Vernardos Circus was also on hand 
to perform a few of their acts to give the city a taste of what they’ll 
be bringing when their show comes to town in December.  New this 
year we hired casino tables – blackjack, craps, roulette and the money 
wheel. That was a huge hit as everyone was enjoying a little pretend 
gamble with fake money.   It was a tremendous success and loads of 
fun! We want to personally thank our sponsors who helped make 
this event a success:  San Sebastian Winery, St Augustine Distillery, 
Ancient City Brewery, Coca-Cola, Spice and Tea Exchange, Luvin 
O-Van, Mint Magazine, Colonial Quarter, and Hybrid.

 

Ed Swift, IV and Dave Chatterton

Anniversary party Smokin pork

 “Kevin Vernardos – Vernardos Circus”

JAILBREAK 5K 
Jeanne Coyne, Assistant to the General Manager

Our 3rd annual Jailbreak 5k was held on October 27th.  Each year 
our attendance at our annual 5k grows!  We have a cool new medal that 
was given to the runners who finished the race and it was designed by 
our own Kristi Labenne.  We also had the BMX Trickstars on hand to 
entertain while we waited for the runners to return.  Kids could trick-
or-treat at the various stations around the Old Jail property.  And of 
course, what is Halloween without a costume contest.  Children and 
adults showed up in their best costumes.  It was a great day and a 
successful 5k that benefits Velo Fest.  Thanks to Heather Neville for all 
of her hard work putting on the 5k each year. 

CELEBRATION OF LIGHTS FUNDRAISER 
Jeanne Coyne, Assistant to the General Manager

Celebration of Lights Fundraiser for Home Again St. Johns.  HTA 
was once again this year’s Title Sponsor.  All proceeds go to support 
Home Again St. Johns- serving the needs of area homeless. 

Heather Neville

Bobalew

Dave and Evan Chatterton

Vendor Representative Melissa Mezick and Dave Chatterton 
dressed for today’s Halloween “Cookie” Program. 
Some people said that they looked INCREDIBLE!

NOL FAST TRACK PASS  
Jeanne Coyne, Assistant to the General Manager

This year will mark the 25th anniversary of 
the Nights of Lights in St Augustine.  To mark 
this wonderful occasion, Old Town Trolley is now 
offering Fast Track Passes.  It has been met with 
great success.  The comments continue to come in 
by guests who love the Pass that is allowing them to 
get to the front of the line faster. This has been our 
smoothest running year and it’s mostly due to the 
Fast Track Passes.

SONGWRITERS FESTIVAL   
Jeanne Coyne, Assistant to the General Manager

October was a busy month with many festivals and events.  One of the festivals 
Historic Tours of America was a sponsor of was the Songwriters Festival.  This was 
the second year for the festival and was kicked off with a spectacular VIP event held 
at the San Sebastian Winery.  Guests were entertained by famous songwriters who 
also played a selection of their own songs.  We are happy to see this new festival 
quickly becoming a favorite of many in town.     

GATOR BOB'S GETS NEW OVERALLS

Kyle Dumpson
Conductor

Vic Cafarelli
Supporting

 Jeff King
Historyteller

Beverly 
Montgomery

Sales

Debbie Howard
Retail

Daniel Anderson
Pickle

Jaciel Doshier
Ghosts & Gravestones

Doris Lagasse
Essential Guide book 

Robert Mickey
Conductor

Kristi Labenne
Supporting

Suzanne Brady
Historyteller

Mark Little
Sales

Amber Oakes
Retail

Pam Reed
Pickle

Marilyn McNair
Ghosts & Gravestones

HALLOWEEN COOKIE PROGRAM

Songwriters festival

New Uniforms

OF THE MONTHS
SEPTEMBER

OF THE MONTHS
OCTOBER
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VENDOR SPOTLIGHT
OLD CITY SOUVENIRS

 Melissa Mezick, Vendor Rep.

Jacob, the owner of OLD CITY SOUVENIRS, along with his 
manager, Amy and her staff have been selling Old Town Trolley 
tickets at this location and other locations for well over 14 years!

When you are travelling to St Augustine, stop in to see the 
most unique souvenirs in clothing and knick-knacks, along 
with any sundry items you may have forgotten to pack.  But 
the biggest item they sell is the T-Shirt Screen Printing; choose 
from hundreds of different patterns.  They are located at 115 St. 
George Street.

Thank you OLD CITY SOUVENIRS, for your loyalty over 
the years.  Our relationship just keeps on growing and is one that 
I am ever so grateful for. 

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

I was born and raised in the cornfields of Central Illinois, graduated 
from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign with a major in 
Japanese and started my adventure!  Since then I have been traveling 
around the country and for a time, lived internationally in Japan.  I have 
worked as a maid, waitress, and dinner theater performer, sometimes all 
within the same week!  I have taught English and Japanese, proofread for 
a physics journal in Japan, performed in an Opera at NHK Hall as well 
as taught the Rockette Workshops at Radio City Music Hall in New York 
City.  I had the pleasure of performing in the 50th Anniversary Parade, 
“Parade of Dreams” at Disneyland, taught Pilates, Yoga, and Gyrotonic 
and more recently decided to run off with the Circus!

For the last 5 years I have been criss-crossing the country living my 
dreams by inspiring others and bringing families together with music 
and laughter through the magic of Circus.  I have done a little bit of 
everything from creating and running the concessions and merchandise 
operations to choreographing and performing in the show, all the while 
ticketing, seating, and hauling everything from location to location.  
I have learned what grey water is and I now know the hot holding 
temperatures for hotdogs.  I have also become intimately familiar with 
fishnets and false eyelashes as well as permits, DOT numbers and 
sleeping at rest stops in an RV that is your home.  I wouldn’t change my 
experiences for the world!

I love staying active and always seek out adventure and the company 
of friends.  I am excited to see where the next chapter takes me.  Never 
stop dreaming!

DIANA DORETHY
OTT Manager in Training 

HALLOWEEN FUN PHOTOS
POPZ’ SWEET & HOT DATIL 

PEPPER SAUCE RIB RECIPE

• 4 to 6 lbs of ribs
• One tablespoon of paprika
• One tablespoon of onion powder
• One tablespoon of garlic powder
• ½ tablespoon of organic pepper
• Two teaspoons of kosher salt
• 1 cup of Organic Apple Cider Vinegar
• 16 oz of your FAVORITE BBQ sauce 
• One 5oz bottle of Popz’ Sweet & Hot Datil 

Pepper Sauce

INGREDIENTS

1. Soak ribs overnight in a cup of organic 
Apple Cider Vinegar in a sizable container 
so ribs can lay flat. Add water so that it 
covers ribs and place in fridge.

2. Rinse off and dab dry.
3. Mix dry ingredients to create a rub: 

paprika, onion & garlic powder, ground 
pepper and kosher salt and rub liberally 
all over ribs

4. Preferably grill ribs without foil over a 
slow charcoal burn for an hour, flipping 
ribs occasionally, or bake in oven at 350 
degrees wrapped in heavy foil.

5. Once thoroughly cooked (40 minutes or so; 
or eyeball it until done) mix your favorite 
BBQ sauce with 2 to 3 tablespoons of 
Popz’ Sweet & Hot Datil Pepper Sauce or 
depending on desired “heat”; please taste 
as you add the “heat.”)

6. Serve piping hot

DIRECTIONS

Note: For chicken: butterfly a whole chicken by 
separating at the breasts. Eliminate the cider but add 
a 1/8 of a cup of kosher salt to water for an hour or 
two. Repeat the same above cooking instructions.
Recipe by Lena Annette Lester & Noble Lee Lester,  
G&G Manager.

You can purchase Datil Sauce in Gator Bob’s store.

Diana pictured here when 
performing in the circus.

Just Incredible Jail Break 5K

Jailbreak 5K costume contest.

Jail Break 5K best costume makes the paper.
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         WASHINGTON, DC
5 REASONS WHY I LOVE MY JOB!

Eric Whitehead, Operations Manager

1. I love the people that I work with. Plain and simple. 
There are some really honest, good hearted, hardworking 
CASTmembers here at OTT DC. 

2. Being a professional DJ for the past 30 plus years (shameless 
plug), I love to make people happy by making them dance 
and have fun but since there is no standing (or dancing) on 
the trolley, I love to make our guests happy. Whether it's 
storytelling, sliding in a super funny line in my narration 
or solving an issue that they may have had during the 
course of their tour.

3. I love the fact that I have the opportunity to ensure that 
every guest, every day, every tour, has an exceptionally 
positive experience – so great they want to tell stories 
about it!

4. I love having the opportunity to LEAD. This gives me the 
unique opportunity to inspire, motivate, embrace and 
embark future LEADagers from being “Good to Great”.

5. I love my job because every day is different. All within 
the same day, my job can be fun challenging, rewarding, 
frustrating, amusing, entertaining and enjoyable. And 
that’s all before lunch. How about yours?  

WASHINGTON, DC CAST

WELCOME 
ABOARD

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS
Shannon Musgrove
Richard Williams
Hugh Mcaloon

Alvianette Kennedy
Josiah Burns
Richard Stevens Jr.

Happy Anniversary!

ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY
Keith Moore  6 years 
Eric Davis  2 years
Michael Goodwin 2 years
Colleen Stevenson 2 years
Christopher Degrazia  2 years

Andrew Smith  11 years 
Vincent White  10 years 
Bianca Massey  1 year
Wesley Thomas  6 years
Juliet Tate   5 years
Natosha Moore  3 years
Candice Brockett 1 year

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS

Leadagers

Three Duck Captains "Dingo"Andrew Cull, "Kent" Kent Thomas and "Bucky"  Ed Hatch 
along with Washington Welcome Center’s retail manager, Dexter Morse.

 

Sales Team

Conductor Department

Arlington National Cemetery

A festive Monuments by Moonlight tour.

Our version of a Charlie Brown 
Christmas Tree.  Just needs some love

Another shot setting up the office Christmas Tree

A little care and a lot of love later Although our office Christmas Tree is not as large as 
the Union Station tree, if love was a requirement for 

growth, it would be 20 times larger.

GEARING UP FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

Smiley (Richard Simon)
OTT Conductor

Candice Brockett   
OTT Sales Representative

 Suly Cruz     
OTT Supporting

Larry Ashton   
OTT Pickle Award

OF THE MONTHS
OCTOBER

FACEBOOK.COM/SWASHINGTONTOURS

TWITTER.COM/WASHINGTONTOUR

INSTAGRAM.COM/OLDTOWNTROLLEY
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Concierge Anthony Sadler hard at work.

MAKING OUR TROLLEYS THE MOST 
COMFORTABLE SEAT IN TOWN!

Anthony Graham, Fleet Manager

Who doesn’t like the idea of a remodel?! Our new seat cushion 
campaign is complete. The maintenance staff took the time to 
install these new cushions for our guests to not only enjoy tours 
of Washington, DC and Arlington National Cemetery but to be 
comfortable while doing so. As always, “Safety First, Courtesy a 
close second”, and comfort isn’t too far behind.

AN OMISSION OF BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS
Alexander Houck, Safety Officer

Still one of the newest 
museums in Washington, 
D.C., the Museum of the 
Bible opened in November 
2017 to both fanfare and 
controversy. The museum 
is 430,000 ft² and is situated 
near the National Museum of 
the American Indian and the 
under-construction Dwight 
D. Eisenhower Memorial. The 
museum has over 1700 items 
in its permanent collections 
and over 2000 on loan or in 

traveling exhibits. Some of the collection’s items include a Lunar 
Bible and a handwritten poem referencing Psalm 23 signed by 
President John Quincy Adams. One of the newer exhibits is called 
The Slave Bible: Let the Story Be Told and features a missionary book 
published in 1807.

The uniqueness of this particular Bible was in its use and its 
editing. It was used to teach enslaved Africans how to read while 
simultaneously introducing them to Christianity. The book is referred 
to as the Slave Bible, and unlike other missionary Bibles, leaves out 
passages that the users felt may have led to revolts and uprisings. 
The typical King James has 66 books; the Slave Bible only has all 
or parts of about 14 books of the Old Testament. The Exodus story 
– omitted because it may have inspired hope for liberations. The 
New Testament is also heavily redacted and leaves out references to 
Revelation, the new Kingdom, and new world. The book highlights 
themes of being submissive and obeying one’s masters. 

History is constantly made in Washington D.C. as lawmakers, 
justices, and presidents change the course of history with the stroke 
of a pen. That history is a mixture of triumphs and failings, and this 
book is a glimpse into a past that our country has struggled with 
mightily to understand and overcome, but a story is there to be told 
if we are willing to tell it.

NOT YOUR AVERAGE TROLLEY STORY
Alexander Houck, Safety Officer

Safety, history, and trolleys don’t always come together in the 
most obvious ways, but ahead of the 2018 World Series between the 
Boston Red Sox and LA Dodgers, I did a little research on the teams, 
and, befitting the Fall Classic and time of year, it gets a little spooky. 
Congratulations to our HTA family in Boston celebrating the win!

The 1916 World Series wrapped up on October 12th with the 
Boston Red Sox defeating the Brooklyn Robins 4 games to 1. This 
was the penultimate title before the “Curse of the Bambino” struck 
following the win in 1918; just before the end of WWI. The “Rob-
ins” moniker for Brooklyn was one of several nicknames the city’s 
baseball team and media used interchangeably including: Atlantics, 
Grays, Bridegrooms, Superbas, and Trolley Dodgers. That’s right, the 
forerunner to the modern-day LA Dodgers were the Brooklyn Rob-
ins aka Trolley Dodgers. The team earned the nickname after the city 
of Brooklyn began replacing the slow-moving, horse-drawn trolley 
lines with faster, electric lines beginning in 1892. By the end of 1895, 

electric trolley accidents had resulted in more than 130 deaths and 
over 500 maimings of people who were struck while trying to play 
real-life “Frogger” cementing the association between Brooklyn and 
trolley dodging. The name Dodgers didn’t actually show up on a uni-
form until the 1932 season.

Less than a month after the Red Sox won the Series and only six 
days after the sale of the team to a pair of Broadway theatre owners, 
another big event happened on November 7th: Woodrow Wilson, 
who would lead the country through WWI, was re-elected as Presi-
dent of the United States. As the DC Safety Officer, I’d be remiss if I 
made this article entirely about Boston. Fun fact: President Wilson 
is the only POTUS buried within the city lines of Washington, D.C. 
He is interred at the National Cathedral. Had the tradition of sport-
ing champions visiting the White House been as common back then, 

President Wilson would have shaken hands with The Babe all three times he won 
the Series with the Red Sox. That “tradition” dates back to August 30, 1865 when 
President Andrew Johnson welcomed the Brooklyn Atlantics and Washington Na-
tionals amateur baseball clubs. So what does the President and World Series have to 
do with trolleys?

Amid the hustle and bustle of election night and people heading home from 
work in Boston, a tragedy was unfolding. At 5:13 PM on November 7, 1916, trolley 
#393, packed with around 60 factory workers, began its run that would end with the 
vehicle failing to obey a small stop lamp at Melcher Street and plummeting into the 
Fort Point Channel. The lamp was meant to warn the trolley operator that the Sum-
mer Street Bridge was in the middle of opening to allow a ship to pass, and too late 
the conductor saw that the bridge was open. Forty-six souls were lost in what was 
the deadliest disaster in Boston for nearly 30 years. Many say the reason the con-
ductor didn’t see the lamp was because it was hung after the accident and appeared 
unscathed in photos though it should have been destroyed based on its location. 
Two cities, playing against each other in 2018, connected by trolleys and tragedy.

Does Boston beating Brooklyn or Wilson winning re-election affect one anoth-
er? Not really and it’s likely just coincidence, but all of the Safety Officers in all seven 
cities are tasked with preventing accidents. We continually remind people to avoid 
distractions and pay attention to their surroundings. We can’t go back and say if any-
thing could have been done to avoid the bridge disaster. Was the lamp illuminated 
and hanging where it was supposed to be? Was the conductor distracted by a trolley 
full of people talking about Wilson and the Red Sox? We’ll never know the answers 
to those questions, but we can do our best to keep history from repeating itself. 
Even when good things happen in our cities – Boston World Series and DC Stanley 
Cup champions – we still have a job to do and only want our trolleys to make great 
memories for our guests.

Before

After

CONCIERGE COMMENTS
Eric Whitehead, Operations Manager

Sometimes our Sales Team does not get 
enough recognition for the hard work that 
they do. Here are two comment cards that 
were recently received for our Concierge 
Anthony Sadler.

"Anthony, thank you very much 
for your help with our tours and 
telling us the best way to get 
around the city. Very thoughtful 
of you."

Signed 
Georgette and Candy 
________________________________

"Anthony Sadler the Concierge 
was lovely!!! Please extend our 
thanks to him."

Regards,
Lori 

Mark Jackson "MJ"
Conductor

Endale Arega
Sales Representative

Tosha Brown 
Supporting

Bokai Roberts
Pickle Award

OF THE MONTHS
NOVEMBER
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D.C. RETAIL IS SERIOUS BUSINESS
Dexter Morse, DC Welcome Center Retail Manager

On the corner of 10th and E St. N.W. Washington DC sits the 
Washington Welcome Center.  The Washington Welcome Center has 
become a staple in the city through Trolley Tour sales, DC souvenirs 
and giving general information about the city.  Tourists and customers 
are greeted outside by ticket sellers offering information about the Old 
Town Trolley tours.  Once inside the Welcome Center, people are greeted 
also by the retail staff and usually overtaken by the ambience of the high 
ceilings and the immaculate mural paintings on the walls.  First time 
customers usually take their time and browse the entire store, while 
repeat customers come in and tell a sales associate exactly what they are 
looking for.  Repeat customers come back to shop because of the variety 
of merchandise, competitive pricing and quality and efficient service.  

The variety of merchandise sold at the Washington Welcome Center 
far exceeds that of any gift shop in DC.  A combined mix of local and 
outside vendors have created a formula for success.  Lisa Chubbuck, 
the store’s buyer, has successfully brought in products from out of the 
DC area which gives the store uniqueness in comparison to other stores 
in the region.  Lisa’s insight of combining patriotic as well as political 
merchandise has given the store “flare” which brings about repeat 
business, especially with the international customer.  Patriotic items 
such as the Red White and Blue football can not be found in any other 
gift shop.  Political merchandise is always a hot seller, after all this is 
Washington DC.  

 The location of the Welcome Center sits between two historic land 
marks, the Ford’s Theatre and the J. Edgar Hoover FBI building.  These 
building help us sell both Lincoln and FBI merchandise.  The hottest 
selling Lincoln souvenir is a gray tee shirt with a quote from Lincoln 
saying, “A house divided against itself cannot stand.”  In FBI merchandise 
we sell a host of shot glass, mugs, caps, tees and sweats.  There has been 
an increase in FBI sales since the FBI building has started giving tours 
again.

Retail in DC is “cut throat” with vendors constantly stealing designs 
and undercutting each other in pricing.  When the Welcome Center 
opened 14 years ago, the competition on the block used to have dump bins 
where unfolded tees and sweats went into and they allowed customers to 
sort through them for merchandise.  Since the Welcome Center came 
on the scene, standards in every DC gift shop went up!  We provided 
a clean organized store easy to shop.  In the beginning there also was a 
problem with other gift shops paying bus drivers to bring customers into 
their store.  The Welcome Center did not play these games, we offered 
customers the best variety of products, good customer service with 
competitive pricing.  Now the bus groups come to us!  

Sales at the Washington Welcome Center are not everything, they 
are the only thing!  All roads lead to sales, of lack of sales.  The goal of 
every business is to have sales because without sales there is no business.  
The overhead and cost of running this store is high, especially with 17 
employees, 10 of them being full-time, is extremely high.  Sales are what 
keep this and any other store afloat.  As stated in the book, “Over the 
Counter” written by Ed Swift, “Owners or managers would be fools not 
to reward sales, knowing this is the lifeline of the business.”  Sales at the 
Welcome Center have 3 yearly periods: High season – March to August, 
Good season – September to December, and Slow season January and 
February.  The Washington Welcome Center does not stand alone, we are 
part of a team of stores in Historic Tours headed by Nelson Nodal and 
Tropical Shell and Gift.

The front cashier at the Washington Welcome Center getting set up in the early morning.

Be sure to pick up the best selling Lincoln 
merchandise before it’s all gone.

You got a need?  We have a sale! 
 The toys in Toy Story would

 have a ball in the Welcome Center. 

The ticket booth welcomes
 all who want to hop on the tour.

 

You have found our FBI shirts.  
Perhaps it's the FBI's turn to find you. 

ABE REMEMBERS 2000
Abe Burgos, Group Charter Rep.

I have been here at Old Town Trolley Tours for 19 years.  When I was hired, the 
recruiting event happened at the Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill.  The pre-employment 
was also done there.  The drug screen was in a small building on Indiana Ave NW 
right above a furniture store.  The very first day I walked into the Reed Street location 
where our barn is located was my first day of work.  And orientation.

So many things have happened since I started working here.  As far as seniority 
goes, locally, I’m not the most senior CASTmember, but I am in the top 5.  I thought it 
would be fun to reminisce about what was happening in the world in February 2000 
and throughout the year. 

The top song was Independent Woman by Destiny’s Child.  I personally preferred 
Bootylicious, but to each his own. The New York Yankees won the World Series.  And 
baseball wasn’t in DC. The St Louis Rams won the Super Bowl against the Tennessee 
Titans.  The Redskins lost to Tampa Bay in the playoffs and have only won one playoff 
game since. Jennifer Lopez wore a dress from Versace.  I bought a knockoff of that 
dress made by Vernacky.  Bought it in Georgetown.  Never wore it. Blockbuster 
decided against buying Netflix for $50 million.  Hmm…and I thought not buying 
stock in Apple back then was a bad decision. Peoples Magazine's, Sexiest Man Alive 
was Brad Pitt.  I came in 23rd.  Robbed again this year…Idris Elba…d’oh!! Speaking 
of him, Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston got married.  And I was shocked when they 
broke up. Billy Bob Thorton and Angelina Jolie got married.  And I was not shocked 
when they broke up. A naked man became a millionaire when Richard Hatch won 
on Survivor. Emily was the number 1 baby name. This year it’s Olivia and Emily is 
number 4.  Abe is number 256. No one had smart phones. Just Nokia’s.  hmm…
remember Snake? Remember the TV show Cribs?  It debuted this year.  I still have 
not seen a single episode. Unemployment was 4%; an average house cost $134,150; a 
first class stamp cost 34 cents; Y2K was nothing to worry about; the average lifespan 
was 77 years old; and General Hospital was the favorite soap opera on the air.  And 
it was the first year Martin Luther King Day was celebrated in ALL 50 states.  When 
I grew up on the mean streets of Richmond VA, we called it Lee-Jackson-King day.  
You know.  Confederacy.

That was 2000.  Next year, I’ll do 2001…and be finally named Sexiest Man of the 
Year.  I’m coming for you Idris!!

CATHY YOUNG JOINS 
THE MILLION DOLLAR SALES CLUB

Loretta Reed Pinkney, Operations Manager ANC

What’s better than selling a million dollars 
worth of tour tickets?  Being the first person in 
Historic Tours of America’s history to do it!!!  
Cathy Young, ticket seller at Arlington National 
Cemetery Tours, recently became the first CAST 
member to achieve this honor.  Through hard 
work, perseverance, and superior customer 
service skills, Cathy sold $1 Million in ANC 
tour tickets in FY 2018.  Not only is she a master 
in the box office, but anyone she encounters 
walking in the cemetery is easily persuaded that 
our tour is the only way to see the cemetery!  As 
a reward for her stellar sales performance, Cathy 
received a three day trip to Key West, with hotel 
accommodations, airline tickets, and spending 

cash. As an extra added bonus, she and her guest were picked up at the airport by 
none other than CEO Chris Belland and given a personal tour of Key West.  They were 
able to spend the weekend exploring all that HTA has to offer, including a trip to the 
Dry Tortugas and a private dinner at the Truman Little White House with both Chris 
Belland and Ed Swift III.  Congratulations, Cathy!  Keep up the good work!

MILLY
MERRY MILDRED MACCREADY

Warren “Mac” McFarlin, COR for ANC

ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY 

Hi there!  My name is Merry Mildred 
MacCready, but my friends call me Millie.  
I’m a 10 month old Scottie.  My human is 
Warren “Mac” McFarlin, COR for Arlington 
National Cemetery. When I’m not dressing 
up as a pirate, I love hanging out with my 
human!

Stephen “Harry” Vesce 
ANC Narrator

Evan Leland   
ANC Shuttle Driver 

Elsabet Tadesse       
ANC Ticketseller

Leroy Panting    
ANC Pickle Award

OF THE MONTHS 
NOVEMBER

Harry Vesce, narrator of the month for November.
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OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS  of  WASHINGTON, DC

DC TROLLEY SUMMER CONTEST
Sean Wallace, Director of Sales

LUIS COLMENARES 
(1960-2018)

Summer has ended and it has been another exciting season in 
Washington, DC.  We have come on strong in 2018 and the results 
have paid off.  Sales are up over 2017 and this year’s contest in 
August and September kept us in the game.  Our competition has 
a contest every year and we wanted to make sure to give them a 
run for their money.  We wanted to make it a well-rounded contest 
and have something for everyone.  OTT challenged our vendors 
to compete for highest sales, most 2-Day tickets, most Night and 
Duck tours and even pushed them to increase their third-party 
sales.  Our vendors really came to appreciate and understand what 
Trusted Tours has to offer.

I would like to take a moment to honor one of the many concierges who became my friend over the last 3 
years.  Luis Colmenares was one of the first people I came into contact with as I was making my rounds and 
introducing myself to the community.  He was working at the Rosewood in Georgetown at that time.   He 
talked to me about the DC hospitality industry and the fact that he had worked with Old Town Trolley when 
he had been a concierge at other locations and even to a current extent the Rosewood.  Luis gave me a tour 
of the hotel and we bonded over him having cancer and I relayed that my mother had as well.  

We would see each other at WACA events and chat, he was always outgoing and vivacious.  It was shortly 
after we met that he moved to Baltimore to open the Sagamore Pendry.  Time moves quickly and I only saw 
him once at the hotel after it opened, but every so often he was back in DC for WACA meetings.  Luis moved 
back to DC shortly afterwards and worked at the Jefferson.  It was then I learned that his cancer had returned.

The Luis I knew for only a brief period was a warm and generous man.  You could tell by the number of 
people who attended his memorial service that he was loved and appreciated by everyone in the community.  
I wish there had been more of an opportunity to get to know him, but I appreciate the time we had.

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

Sean and Abe - Highest Week and Night Tour Sales

Sean and Azi - Overall Highest Sales for 2 Months

Sean and Maddison - Overall Increased Sales

Sean and Lynn - Most 2 Day Tickets

Sean and Yvette - Highest Group Sales

Sean and Patrick - Most 3rd Party Items Sold

Cynthia and Elizabeth - Group Sales I have been a Washingtonian since birth. Raised 
and educated in Washington, DC I have always 
enjoyed visiting the monuments and museums with 
my family and classmates on school outings to places 
such as the Air & Space Museum, Smithsonian, & 
the White House. DC has a lot of history and culture 
and I am happy to live in such an interesting area. 
This may just be one reason that I take abundant 
pleasure in working with Historic Tours of America’s 
Old Town Trolley Tours Office here in D.C. Recently, 
I thoroughly enjoyed taking a tour of DC with the 
DC Ducks Tour. In the near future, I will also look 
forward to taking one of the OTT Monuments by 
Moonlight Night Tours with my family, as I continue 
to learn more about OTT and grow in my service to 
Old Town Trolley Tours. I look forward to coming to 
work and I also like the people I work with each day. 

Born in southern Virginia, my parents relocated to Washington DC area with my 
younger sister and I when I was in High school. In high school, I started working at 
a local grocer on weekends and summer breaks. After graduation started working 
full-time with the grocery chain. I was able to retire with the company after 30 years, 
withstanding several corporate mergers, union strikes and layoffs!

I am member of the women' s auxiliary Eastern Star. My chapter was involved in 
several notable charitable events including Adopt a Family for Christmas, House of 
Ruth (women's shelter), and providing school supplies to children in the District of 
Columbia. I enjoy traveling, bicycling and fishing. My joy is spending time with my 
son and his family. He has given me three of the most amazing grandchildren. I look 
forward to our annual vacations together .

A close friend referred me to Historic Tours of America from a job fair he attended. 
He was inspired with the company's brand. After being a retiree for one year, I was 
ready to get back into the workforce. I did some research, applied and was able to 
obtain my current position with the Washington Welcome Center.

PHYLLIS V DYSON Executive Assistant at Old Town Trolley ToursDAMITA GATES 
 Washington D.C. Welcome Center

My favorite vacation spot is the Caribbean! I love the Caribbean! 
I've spent weeks in Panama, Barbados, Jamaica, Mexico, Aruba and 
Bahamas.

My most treasured possession is my family. I am very close to my 
sister, son and his family.

I like being creative and enjoy music and 
singing in church choir on Sundays

I like to spend time with friends and close 
family members. 

If I had to eat one thing for the rest of my life it would be Crab cakes! 
Only Maryland crab cakes, the rest of the world can't quite make them 
like we do here!

On my Bucket-list are to Visit all 50 states, currently I'm at 35 states 
visited. Going to visit Europe in 2019, and want to go to top of Eiffel 
Tower (to conquer my fear of heights).

My greatest fear is a tie between a fear of heights and a fear of 
rodents.

PHYLLIS' FUN FACTSDAMITA'S FUN FACTS

General Manager Eric Holmes 
discusses the HTA philosophy.
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OUR NATION'S CAP-ITOL!
CAST OF OTT WASHINGTON

The CAST of Washington, DC
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BOSTON
ANDREW MIRKEN BRINGS A BREATH 

OF FRESH AIR TO OTT BOSTON 
Iryna Cordero, Manager Trainee

Andrew was born in 
Durham, NC, then moved to 
Columbus, Ohio for 13 years 
and then moved to Newton, 
MA. He now lives in Millis, MA 
with his two sons, wife Kelly 
and a dog named Dunkin. His 
two sons, Spencer and Austin, 
who are 16 and 13 years old, 
love basketball as much as their 
father does and are actively 
involved in sports. Andrew's 
wife Kelly was the Captain of 
the Women’s basketball Team at 
Northeastern.

Andrew is great at managing people and even better at coaching 
them. He has coached high school and college basketball for 30 
years. He has placed over 100 kids in college and has achieved three 
League Championships. In 2011 he became CEO and a founder of a 
Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation non-profit organization, called 
the3pointfoundation, dedicated to working with inner city boys ages 
10-16. He helped these young men by using the power of sports 
to educate, motivate, and empower. The3pointfoundation started 
with 15 young men and when he left, they had over 2500 Boston 
Public School kids. Andrew made sure that they received support 
and learned how to become successful in the game of life through 
character, academics, and basketball improvement.

Before coming on board to the Old Town Trolley of Boston, 
Andrew was the Regional Director at TCC, Verizon Wireless 
Authorized retailer. He effectively managed a team of 60 sales people 
and 12 managers throughout MA. Andrew brought his coaching 
experience, fun personality and a great attitude to the region. It 
resulted in increasing YOY numbers, employee participation and 
creating a culture where people wanted to win and have fun doing it. 
He also continued to work with many local non-profit organizations, 
where he raised over $8,000 and gave more than 2000 backpacks to 
the community. 

As a new General Manager at Old Town Trolley, Andrew is 
excited to help grow the business and create a family like culture, 
where people are eager to come to work and take pride in their 
astonishing results.

Welcome Andrew!

17A DEPOT 
Bernie Casco, Depot Sales Manager 

We are gearing up for that 
exciting time of year when we 
open our 17A Depot for the 
“Cruise Ship Season”.  Our 
17A depot here in Boston is a 
location that primarily opens 
up seasonally when the “leaf 
peeper” tourists arrive via 
cruise ships and explore our 
great city.  The 17A location is a 
short walk from the Raymond L. 
Flynn Black Falcon Cruise Ship 
terminal where the ships arrive 
and the passengers disembark.   
Over the years I have been able 
to calculate, based on tracking 
the previous year’s numbers, 

what our needs are based on the specific ships and brand of ships that 
are in town that day.  This is all done in an effort to ensure our “cruise 
ship season" execution runs as seamlessly as possible at 17A.  It also 
allows us to transform it into its own mini operation during this time 
of year.  We are able to determine which days we staff it with one or 
more sales reps, and which days we need a full hand of resources 
to help with the many facets of that stop, such as orchestrating the 
line management to purchase tickets, to board, and to safely send 
out trolleys from that location.  What fills me with the most pride 
is how those cruise ship days become such a great example of the 
teamwork our Boston operation radiates on those particular busy 
and sometimes hectic days.  We really rely strongly on our regular 
loop dispatcher, cruise ship dispatcher, MOD, conductors, CSRs, 
G&G staff, front desk staff, and  our sales reps to work together and 
communicate effectively to make the operation flow.  In a mere few 
days from my writing this article we will feverishly welcome the 
arrival of over 60 cruise ships carrying over 100,000 passengers to 
Boston in September and October!

trolleys in a line

Amber Robitaille 5 years 
Sierra Grabowska 2 years
Stephanie Cramer 1 year

WELCOME 
ABOARD

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS
Thomas Grogan Jr. 
Andrew Mirken
Peter Jardin

Iryna Cordero
Connor York
Mathew Cronan

Happy Anniversary!

Robert Gibson  13 years
Tracey Paturzo  4 years
Brett Baptiste   2 years
Lisa Young  2 years

OLD TOWN TROLLEY

BOSTON TEA PARTY SHIPS & MUSEUM

OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 
Sue Pye, Training Officer

October and November have lots of special things going on. Cruise Ship 
Season was booming and is finally wrapping up now in November.  I went to 
a special event at the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Co.  They are the oldest 
military company in the US and third oldest in the world.  They date back to 1638 
and their members have fought in every war that the colonies and the United 
States have been in.  

Zombies had invaded the office and they went out as part of the vendor cookie 
program but before they left they had fun tormenting Jerry Miller.

It is fall and of course we had some beautiful colors up here in Boston and a 
few rainbows thrown in as well.  We had a movie filmed across from the office and 
around Boston.  

October also celebrated the 250th anniversary of the British coming to Boston 
as an occupying army.  A reenactment had them “Marching with Insolent Parade 
up King’s St.”  That is a quote from Paul Revere.

We wrapped up the month with Halloween and celebrated with some of the 
CAST in costumes for the day.  Julie Crowe was dethroned as the winner this 
year though her Rosie the Riveter outfit was great.  Gene “Bunker” Dumas as 
Peewee Herman won this year.  Also on October 31 we celebrated with the Boston 
Red Sox in Boston as they rode the Duck boats and showed off the World Series 
Trophy.  Kristen Cassidy Sales Rep and I had a great view from the Trolley Stop 
Store.

Zombies in the office.

Zombies on the trolley

Zombies in the breakroom

Zombie close up

Zombies invade the parking lot.

Jerry Miller surrounded by Zombies, 
but all is well as he has his Dunkin coffee!

OF THE MONTHS 
NOVEMBER

OF THE MONTHS 
OCTOBER

 John Hamilton
Conductor

Sarah Michelson
Actor

Julie Crowe
Sales Representative

   Brandon Parker 
Supporting

David Ryan
Conductor

Scott Wilson
Actor

Ryan Caswell
Sales Representative

 Solene Jean 
Supporting

Balthazar Francois
Pickle Award

Michael Giobbe
Pickle Award
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OLD NORTH CHURCH 
AND HISTORIC SITE

Old Town Trolley welcomes Christ Church, 
better known as the Old North Church and 
Historic Site, to its list of historic vendors. The 
Old North has also recently began to offer its 
tours of its Church, Gift Shop, Captain Jackson’s 
Historic Chocolate Shop, Patriots Corner, bell 
ringing chambers (where the lanterns were 
hung), and the crypt,( where it is rumored to 
have over 1,100 bodies) on the Trusted Tours 
& Attractions website. By offering Old Town 
Trolley Tour tickets to visitors on the Freedom 
Trail and their own behind the scene tours 
they are able to raise the funds needed for the 
historic church’s restoration project.  

The Old North Church is the oldest Church 
in the City of Boston and is a National Historical 
Landmark. The Church is still active and is part 
of the Episcopal Dioceses of Massachusetts. 
Services are held every Sunday at 9:00 and 
11:00.

Old Town Trolley Tours is proud to partner 
with the Old North Church and Historic Site 
with its historic preservation. We look forward 
to working with Pam Bennett, Kyra DeStafno, 
and everyone at the Old North Church and 
Historic Site for many more years to come.

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

    I was born and raised in Houston, Texas. I come from a very close-knit 
family and I left them all back home in the Lone Star State to try out a new 
adventure here for myself in Massachusetts! My older brother and his wife 
are the parents of my two favorite people in the world, my baby niece and 
nephew. After that I find myself sandwiched between my two sisters, and I 
quite exemplify a stereotypical middle child in a lot of ways, which comes in 
handy working as the human resources administrative assistant. I am patient, 
a self-starter, and an excellent mediator. I’m also well-suited for my role here at 
OTT Boston because I just love all people, from the angriest customer on the 
phone to my sweetest co-worker here in my office.

After jumping around schools and majors for a few years I landed in a 
humanities program which allowed me to explore interdisciplinary liberal arts 
courses at my leisure, which is to say if I weren’t working here you might find 
me calling out coffee orders at a Starbucks! But by some stroke of luck I find 
myself here. As a tourist, my favorite activity to do here in Boston was to take 
the trolley tour, and now I work for the very company that helped me fall in 
love with this city in the first place!

ERIN SCHLOTHAUER
HR Administrative Assistant

The living person I most admire is my younger sister. She is the most 
driven and passionate person, and her heart is so pure. I know you’re 
supposed to look up to your older siblings, but in my family we all look 
up to the little one.

What I  most value in my friends is someone who provides a safe 
space for sharing and can provide counsel, but also helps you grow 
when you reach moments of impasse or opportunity.

What brought me to my city is that I grew up visiting cousins here 
and quickly realized this was the city I belonged in. Patiently, I waited 
until an opportunity presented itself and when it did I jumped. It has 
been the most wonderful adventure getting to explore my new city 
and home.

My favorite author, of course, it’s JK Rowling! She created a completely 
immersive world within her novels which were instrumental in my 
development of humor, morality, and empathy

My favorite song is Walcott by Vampire Weekend is my absolute 
favorite. It’s a bop, it’s a banger, and it’s everything you want from an 
alt-indie-pop-funk group.

ERIN'S FUN FACTS

THE PROFESSOR
Michael Chandler, Director of Sales

The Professor’s Wife, Mrs. Professor, is as much of an animal 
nut as The Professor. Swampscott has a sizable turkey population. 
At least 100+ broken up into two rafters (sometimes wrongly called 
a gobble). 

They procreate at nearly the speed of mice. Three years ago, a 
small rafter broke off from the main large rafter and formed their 
own rafter. Now…..turkeys everywhere.

Noisy, aggressive guys they are….and they like to roost on my 
neighbors’ rooves, my fence and others; basically anything that is 
off the ground so they can take a nap in safety. The other morning, 
just shortly after 5 (very shortly!) I was leaving the house to take 
the Mighty Finn and Simon the Wonder Mutt for their morning 
constitutional; opened the back door and was met by at least 50 
turkeys, all over the yard, on fences, doghouses, bird feeders, on my 
roof….and all very quiet….until they saw Finn and he saw them.

Finn weighs in at about 160# so speed off the line is not his thing. 
However once he gets that 160# rolling, Jesse Owens couldn’t keep 
up. Several of the turkeys were almost a dogs Thanksgiving dinner.

However, it wasn’t Finn’s day. They made it to the fence, out of 
Finn’s reach and are living to tell the tale another day.

From The Professor’s Home to yours, have a wonderful holiday, 
whatever and whenever it is. Stay safe and healthy and enjoy the 
holidays as much as those 50 turkeys will…..From, The Professor, 
Mrs. Professor, Vinnie (the Japanese Fighting Fish) and all 50 of the 
Swampscott Turkeys!

Turkey Fin

Lonesome Birds

BIDS FOR KIDS
Erin Schlothauer, HR Administrative Assistant

As always, our primary goal when a customer loses an item 
onboard our tour is to return it to them. We’ve mailed books back 
to Baltimore and cameras across to Canada! But sometimes, items 
spend months waiting, forgotten by their owner, and here at Old 
Town Trolley Boston we try to be as productive with them as we can!

This year we sent the lost eye-glasses to a local optometrist who 
takes them with him on mission trips to Central America, providing 
assistance to those who need corrective lenses but lack access to 
and funds for them. We donated a majority of forgotten jackets and 
clothes to a local shelter in advance of the colder winter and fall 
months. Lastly, but not least, following in the tradition established by 
the administrative team last year, we held our second Bids for Kids 
– Lost and Found Auction and it was a smashing success! Through 
a combination of silent auction bids and cash donations we raised 
nearly $1,100 for the Condon School, a local elementary school here 
in Southie. We were able to purchase and fill 50 Old Town Trolley 
backpacks, doubling our donation from last year, to give to the under-
served student population at the school.

It was a truly inspiring and humbling experience to donate 
so much to so many great causes but it’s most special to be able to 
positively impact our smaller Southie community. We were able to 
do something meaningful by taking our guests’ misfortunes and 
lost treasures by providing help and assistance to our neighbors. It 
felt great to give back and we look forward to keeping up with the 
tradition in years to come!

JAMIE LEE CURTIS VISITS THE BTPS! 

OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS  of  BOSTON

Jamie Lee Curtis with Kristin Harris, Lead Actor 
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OLD TOWN TROLLEY TOURS  of  BOSTON

GHOSTS & GRAVESTONES
HALLOWEEN

Ryan T. Jennings, G&G Manager on Duty

With a chill in the air and energy in the streets, the Ghosts of 
Boston had quite an exciting Halloween night this year. Nearly every 
ghost on staff was involved in a busy celebration of all the work 
we've accomplished this year. Costumes were added to up the scares, 
and everyone brought their A+ game to sold out tours all through 
the night. We started running tours at 6:00 and ran 12 tours for 
fantastic groups of people. It was a true party that really brought 
fun, camaraderie and electricity for our CAST in one of our favorite 
Halloweens to date.  

 

FUN PHOTOS!

Red Sox Parade

Paul Revere Statute and the Old North Church.

OTT on the Long Wharf

FACEBOOK.COM/BOSTONTOURS

TWITTER.COM/BOSTONTOURS

INSTAGRAM.COM/OLDTOWNTROLLEYMore Halloween fun!

Steven Johnson, Will Munoz, Leo Wylder and Ryan T. Jennings

Ly Meloccaro and Amanda O’Donnell Will Munoz and Ly Meloccaro

Steven Johnson, Tim Carr and Sue Pye

Cara Clough and Leo Wylder

 Leo Wylder and Cara Clough

Old Town Trolley CAST Halloween Briefing

Cara Clough and Leo Wylder
 at the Dreamland Wax Museum 

Cara and Leo

Leo Wylder and Cara Clough

Steven Johnson, Tim Carr and Sue Pye

 Josh Telepman, Sean Morris and Will Munoz

Ghosts and Gravestones 2018 Halloween CAST Photo

 Steven Johnson, Emily Duggan and Amanda O’Donnell
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“BUILDING OUR REPUTATION” 
 Kelly Horan Galante, Asst. Creative Manager, BTPSM

As the winter approaches our overall attendance begins 
to dip a bit but there is never any shortage of excitement 
happening here at the Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum. We 
are beginning to “winterize” the site, continuing the “Huzzah! 
Tavern Nights” program, ramping up for our Virtual Tour 
Experience season, and of course, preparing for the 245th 
Anniversary and Annual Reenactment of the Boston Tea Party 
on Sunday, December 16, 2018. The Maintenance Team, led by 
Dan O’Neill (Site Manager), and Eric Abrew (Asst. Site Manager), 
has been working as fast as they can to finish up several projects 
aboard the brig Beaver and ship Eleanor prior to any winter 
weather here in the Fort Point Channel. (At the writing of this 
article the forecasts are pointing to our first snowfall in a day 
or two!) We’re hoping that the winter weather isn’t too severe 
this year so that rather in-depth ship maintenance can be done 
during the slower months. Although, the best laid plans are 
sometimes thwarted by Mother Nature. 

We’ve had the opportunity to be involved in various programs 
outside of the BTPSM due to the work of Evan O’Brien, Creative 
Manager, with “Revolution 250” here in Boston. Revolution 
250 is a group of historic sites and organizations working to 
promote and commemorate the 250th anniversaries of various 
events in American history leading up to 2026 and the 250th 
Anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence. 
Through his work there Evan has created relationships with 
many of the historical organizations in and around Boston and 
they have included us in many programs. In fact, the BTPSM 
is considered a partner in their events! During the large-scale 
“Boston Occupied” event, commemorating the landing of the 
British troops in early October 1768, Stephen Chueka (Creative 
Department Supervisor) stepped in at the last minute to 
portray “John Hancock” as he has done many times in the 
past. On October 25th, Kelly Horan Galante (Asst. Creative Mgr) 
and Josiah George (Asst. Creative Mgr) portrayed Abigail and 
John Adams at the kickoff event of the yearlong “Remember 
Abigail” celebration centered around the 200th anniversary 
of her death hosted by Massachusetts Historical Society. This 
event was held in the Great Hall of Flags at the Massachusetts 
State House.  Kelly and Josiah read several letters from the end 
of John’s presidency and their return to civilian life between 
1797 and 1801. With the help of Wardrobe Supervisor, Carrie 
Midura, John and Abigail were styled and dressed appropriately 
for a time that is 25 years later than our normal clothing of 
the early 1770s. We all know that fashion certainly changes in 
25 years! It was certainly fun to portray John and Abigail at a British Troops marching up State Street in Boston.

later point in their lives as Kelly and Josiah have been involved 
in the creation in early 2013 and annual performances of 
“Unconditional Love: The Letters of John & Abigail Adams” 
that focus on their earlier lives. 

Boston is an interesting city brimming with history and 
to take our place amongst these long-standing sites and 
organizations certainly makes us extremely proud. Since 2012, 
every single person that has ever worked at the BTPSM has 
contributed to the fantastic reputation that we have built for 
great customer service, top-notch historical information & 
clothing, and an unbelievable experience. Our collective work 
on a daily basis at the BTPSM through our tour experience 
and all of our additional programming continues to bring 
more unique visitors to Boston every year and the Annual 
Reenactment of the Boston Tea Party (co-produced with Old 
South Meeting House) continues to build the awareness of 
the events of December 16, 1773, while garnering attention 
for the BTPSM on a national and international scale! We, as 
individuals, may sometimes lose focus and think that our 
impact is small but when we pull ourselves back a bit, it’s 
amazing to think how many memories are created through 
HTA sites, attractions, and tours on a daily basis. 

Stay tuned to the next Nation’s Storyteller to read about the 
245th Anniversary and Annual Reenactment of the Boston 
Tea Party and the installation of Commemorative Markers at 
the graves of the known Boston Tea Party participants along 
Boston’s Freedom Trail!  

Stephen Chueka, Creative Department Supervisor (3rd from right), portraying 
“John Hancock” with various living historians from around New England.

Redcoats

Kelly Horan Galante and Josiah George as “Abigail 
and John Adams” of the late 1790s for 

“Remember Abigail” event.

British Troops marching up 
State Street in Boston.

Kelly Horan Galante and Josiah George 
as “Abigail and John Adams” 

British Troops in Boston Harbor prior to landing at Long Wharf.  
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facebook.com/keywesttours

twitter.com/keywesttours

instagram.com/trolleytours

KEY WEST

OTT Conductors Aaron Andes 
and Pam Lewis at the 
Masquerade March

  A shot down Duval before
 the big Fantasy Fest parade

Conductor Jim Dye driving
 for the Veteran's Day Parade

Some of the leadagers and CASTmembers on the Veteran's Day Parade

Sales Rep Ileana Guzman on 
Halloween as the Mad Hatter!

Super Tour Guide, Kevin Smith!

You know season is here when 4 trolleys in Mallory Square is a normal sight.Probably our most devoted Fantasy 
Fest participant, OTT Conductor Aaron 

Andes as Optimus Prime!

FALL TIME FRENZY 
Justin Bahl, Depot Sales Manager

The fall time in Key West is typically a crazy transitional period 
from when we leave our “slower” season and begin to move into 
our high season, both seeing and feeling the changes taking place 
on the island as more people begin to flock south to our little slice 
of paradise.  Almost overnight we go from experiencing 2-4 cruise 
ships a week, up to 5-8 a week, with even more to come in the winter 
months.   It’s also a time when the island is jammed packed full of 
events; Fantasy Fest, Stone Crab Season, World Championship 
Powerboat races, Veteran’s Day Parade, the Key West Film Festival, 
Thanksgiving, and not to mention the weekly barrage of 5ks due to 
the drop in temperature.  These events not only bring more people 
to the island, but they also bring more road closures, code whites, 
quick thinking, and preparation on levels.  It’s also a time when many 
of the newer CASTmembers who are hired during the summer get 
their first real taste of high season, and when many of the veteran 
CASTmembers are heavily relied upon by the leadagers to assist in 
readying the HTA ship for high season.  All in all, the team as a whole 
is set here in Key West and we can’t wait for the exciting times ahead.

POUNDING THE PAVEMENT AT FRONT 
Justin Bahl, Depot Sales Manager

For years, CTT Operations Manager Eva Conaway has said that the bread and 
butter of the Conch Tour Train is at the Front Street booth.  It is where every train 
tour begins and only 50 feet behind the booth is where all the tours come to an end 
in the heart of Mallory Square.  It is also where most of the train’s guests come to 
exchange e-tickets, vouchers, ask questions, voice complaints, the whole nine yards.  
Inside the booth it takes a sales rep that has the ability to move, hustle, and keep 
their cool under pressure when that line inevitably begins to build inside the booth 
and overflow down the street.  Outside the booth it requires a Customer Service 
Representative who must be equally level headed, but must also have the endurance 
and dexterity to deal with the hordes of guests who engulf the sidewalk and board 
tours one after another throughout the course of the day.  For the last couple of years 
the main Customer Service Representative at Front Street has been John Clifford, or 
as we all know him, simply “Cliff.”  Sometime back I began to notice that Cliff almost 
never stands still when he’s working at Front.  Whether he’s interacting with a guest, 
securing ropes on the train, handing out fans - he’s always moving.  I asked him if 
he’d begin to track his movements at Front Street on his phone, seeing how much he 
actually “moved” on any given day.  Over the course of 9 working shifts Cliff walked 
179,430 steps, for a total of 67.4 miles, or a daily average of 7.48 miles.  Hats off 
to you Cliff, and to all our Customer Service Representatives (Frank Bond, Taylor 
Gutierrez, and Brandon Bahl), who help out each day in making our operation run all 
the smoother!  Even more exciting, as this article is being written there are even more 
changes coming to the Front Street Booth, as Facility Maintenance Manager Mike 
Gibson and his team begin making even more changes and add-ons to an already 
great sales location.

Customer Service Representative John Clifford and another 
Boston fan right after the Red Sox won the World Series.

Customer Service Representative John Clifford looking colorful alongside the train on Halloween!

WELCOME 
ABOARD

CONCH TOUR TRAIN
Ashley Boles
Jamie Stafford
Gerald Thurston
Jose Vazquez

Andre Fortin
Peter Woldanski
Shelly Sottile

Steven Mata
KEY WEST AQUARIUM

Happy Anniversary!

Norman Bruein   4 years 
James Dye  2 years
William Hancock 1 year
Ross Downes  1 year

Bruce Dodge  27 years
Vicki Clark  19 years
Eduardo Silvia  19 years
Joyce Dahlberg  16 years
Robert Lutz  10 years
Gregory Blom  3 years
Susan Chiappone 3 years
Thomas Leroy  3 years
George Litten  2 years 
Melissa Litten  1 year
Alyssa Audette  1 year
Taylore Gutierrez 1 year
Joe McGuire  1 year
Todd Picanso  1 year
Keith Barnes   1 year
Rachel Kobylas  1 year
Abigail Mujica  1 year
John Turchan   1 year

OLD TOWN TROLLEY

CONCH TOUR TRAIN
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OLD TOWN TROLLEY AND CONCH TOUR TRAIN

SPECIAL OLYMPICS PADDLEBOARD CLASSIC 
AND THE CONCH TOUR TRAIN

Justin Bahl, Depot Sales Manager

On October 12th the Conch Tour Train provided transportation 
for the Special Olympics Stand Up Paddleboard Classic. Special 
Olympics athletes from all over the state came down to Key West 
to compete.  In years past it has been up to coaches and parents of 
the athletes to provide for on island transportation, but there has 
always been a concern over the participants safety crossing busy 
streets, let alone making sure everyone stayed together and got to 
where they needed to be on time.  This year the Conch Tour Train 
stepped up to enhance an already spectacular event.  The train picked 
up the athletes at the Key West High School, took them down for 
a photo op at the Southernmost Point, and then took everyone to 
the Salty Angler Restaurant for dinner and packet pick up.  After 
dinner, Engineer Bruce took all the athletes down Duval Street 
with bells and whistles ringing where bystanders were able to cheer 
all the athletes on.  At the end of the classic, many of the athletes 
commented that their favorite part of the classic wasn’t necessarily 
the paddle boarding, but it was having the opportunity to ride with 
Bruce down the main street on the island and feel like rockstars in 
Key West.  Thank you Bruce, Charter Rep Vanessa Beerbower, and 
the Conch Tour Train for making this happen. 

KEY WEST HOMECOMING
Michael Bernreuter, Key West Training Officer

I first officially began working with Historic Tours of America as 
an Old Town Trolley driver/tour guide in Key West in the summer of 
2015, yet have been around the company my whole life.  I’ve always 
thought about joining the team professionally, but the final push 
came from my niece Cayley Bernreuter… thus began the journey. 
Important family matters pulled me away to Miami for a short spell, 
but the family of CAST-members in Key West never lost contact with 
me.

WELCOME 
ABOARD

TS & G

TRUMAN LITTLE WHITE HOUSE

Yesenia Santos
Kyle Kruchok
Keri O'Brien
Andrea Whyms
Zarina 
Duisembiyeva

Sierra Gill
Jean Louivil
Hunter Morgan
Stacy Gilbert
Andrea Green

Robert Leblanc
Michael Vereen 

Happy Anniversary!

Dalia Angelosanto 24 years 
Magdalena Witczak 23 years
Curtis Craig  22 years
Nelson Nodal   21 years
Robert Basista  13 years
Kelly Summers  12 years
Robert Murphy  9 years 
Lisa Chubbuck  7 years
Svitlana Gladka  7 years
Lisa Quast  6 years
Chris Stone  4 years
Kristina Vilciauskaite 3 years
Chrislord Riche  3 years
George Lawrence 3 years
Toni Walser  3 years
Alexander Vodney 2 years
Markhabo Alovatdinova 2 years
Sheila Glavine  1 year
Thomas Jordan  1 year

TROPICAL SHELL & GIFT

George Lennox  8 years
Chris Stone   4 years

Ashley Dixon  5 years 
Kimberly Adams  1 year
Nicole Hoey  1 year

Genya Yerkes  2 years

LITTLE WHITE HOUSE

GHOST & GRAVESTONES

KEY WEST AQUARIUM

Fast-forward to Fall of 2017, I’m back on-board in Saint Augustine 
as a Manager-In-Training. Even though learning new things in a 
new place can be a little intimidating, these good hearted people 
with warm spirits welcomed me into their gathering. Under the 
guidance of their team leaders in every department; Admin Office, 
Sales, Operations, Safety, Training, Charter Group and Sales, Old Jail, 
Oldest Store Museum, Potter’s Wax Museum, Vendor Rep, and their 
General Manager. Numerous CAST-members from each department 
contributed to my learning experience. Each person on the team 
brought me to a new understanding of family. In the same way that 
puzzle pieces differ, yet form a bigger picture, we all seemed to fit 
together in the same fashion. Participating in Saint Augustine’s 2017 
Nights of Lights frenzy through season was an eye-opener, and their 
busy 2018 School Season that immediately followed brought waves 
of 4th Graders flooding into town, along with the countless tour 
buses. We squeezed them all into our guided tour attractions and on 
our charter tours. Bless you Sales Team, Drivers and Guides. You all 
helped create magic for the guests. Continual growth and adaptation 
seemed to be the lesson learned. The experience gained from it all has 
no dollar value.

It was priceless. I felt ready for any challenge during preparations 
to depart Saint Augustine, back to Key West. Transitioning back into 
a Key West state-of-mind and life as a City-wide Trainer, to learn 
the guided tours again and more about our multiple attractions 
definitely felt like an over-due homecoming. I was re-certified within 
1-week, as though the story of the little island never left my heart. The 
scripts of both the Old Town Trolley and Conch Tour Train received 
some redrafting, changes to Tour Routes were drawn, and a story 
flow to match it. Our Ghosts & Gravestone team saw Operational 
Management changes, which expedited my schedule to learning their 
operations. It was an honor to help support their team and to see it 
evolve further. I’ve been back in Key West only a few months now, 
and the fun has just begun.

The Conch Tour Train and the Special Olympics 
athletes for the Paddleboard Classic

Michael Bernreuter

I grew up in Ohio and have lived all over the country moving for a job as a chef 
and pastry chef.  This time it was really not much different…after a few vacations to 
Key West my husband kept saying he wanted to move here and drive the Conch Tour 
Train.  In 2016, George and I finally made the decision to move before one more brutal 
winter came our way.  We sold everything and packed the few things we couldn’t part 
with into a moving truck and along with our cat, Ava, we were on our way to Key West.

He got that dream that he came down here for and I started with HTA a year later 
as an admin.  We enjoy living in the Keys where it feels like summer every day.  A few 
of my favorite things are reading, cooking, Star Wars, hanging out with my cat Ava, 
and when we are lucky enough to get them down here, spending time with family and 
friends.  We are enjoying the life we are making here and feel that this move was a great 
choice for us.

MELISSA LITTEN
Administrative Assistant 

My favorite song is– “You Say,” by Lauren Daigle

I most value in my friends Trust, honesty, and loyalty.

What brought me to my city is  beautiful weather!

If I had to eat one thing for the rest of my life it would 
be Chicken.  There are just so many different ways to 
make it.

The greatest love of my life is my daughter Kalyna.

MELISSA'S FUN FACTS

Chris Wilson 
CTT Engineer

Hunter Howard  
CTT Supporting

 Joe Luchesse
OTT Conductor

Sandor Ferencz
OTT "Sales Representative

David Greenwalt  
OTT Supporting

OF THE MONTHS 
OCTOBER

OF THE MONTHS 
OCTOBER
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TROPICAL SHELL AND GIFT GUS
Owner Brent Lyons

 Hi, I am Gus! I am a 2 year old 
Wirehaired Pointing Griffon, better known as 
a “Griff ”. I am from Montana, where I spent 
the first four months of my life being trained 
to hunt with my father Rocco. Rocco is an 
accomplished hunter who can hunt all sorts of 
upland birds and accompanies his person on 
elk and deer hunts, he even wears a pack and 
can lead horses down a trail with a rope in his 
mouth.  

My new family got me when I was four 
months old and I have become more of a 
house/family dog. I recently moved with my 
family down to the Florida Keys. I am still 
adjusting to island life and enjoy playing with 
the 3 kids in our family who are 3, 5 and 9 
years old. 

My breed is still relatively rare in the United 
States, despite being recognized by the AKC 
for over a century. My coat if very course and 
sheds very little. I have a disposition similar 
to that of a Golden Retriever, but with a much 
more intense hunting instinct. 

I am intrigued by the many lizards, iguanas 
and geckos in my new location and enjoy being 
outside locked in my pointing pose whenever I 
come across one of them. I love going on boats 
to the sand bar, running free and meeting and 
playing with all of the other dogs. All in all, I 
am very well loved and have a good life!

GHOST AND GRAVESTONES 
MEETS THE VENDORS
Justin Bahl, Depot Sales Manager

This October Bernice Barber, our newest Vendor Rep, embarked 
on her first Cookie Program with the company!  Since it was 
Halloween, she was accompanied by Ted Sharkey and Ashley Dixon 
from Ghosts & Gravestones, and they all delivered ghost shaped 
cookies to the vendors.  It was a great opportunity for the vendors 
to learn more about the Ghosts & Gravestones tour while actually 
meeting some of the CASTmembers who entertain our guests each 
night.  Our ghost tour has put up record numbers thru October and 
the team looks forward to seeing these trends continue as we get 
ready for the cooler, winter months when even more people are on 
the island.  With more vendors selling the tour and our online ratings 
steadily rising, we look to send out more ghost tours this winter than 
ever before!  Great job Bernice, all of Ghosts & Gravestones, and 
OTT Head Conductor Dan Martin for making the day and night 
time scheduling always work!

THE KEY WEST AQUARIUM HOSTS
 THEIR 7TH ANNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY
Genya Yerkes, Assistant Curator/Operations Manager

“The Key West Aquarium Hosts their 7th Annual Holiday Party 
for Children and Families of the Fl Keys Outreach Coalition, Samuel’s 
House, and our local emergency  and domestic abuse shelter.

Aquarium Assistant Director Genya Yerkes and her team organized 
a beautiful holiday event for more than 40 families currently residing 
with these residences. All three organizations offer services to women, 
children and families in need in Monroe County. 

 The staff had a beautiful dinner donated from one of the finest 
hotels in Key West. Families were then invited to tour the Aquarium 
and play games, sip hot chocolate with peppermint spoons, and make 
Christmas ornaments.

 The evening ended with a visit from Santa, and a personalized 
favorite gift for every child attending.”

   

SALES CREW

Kathrine Sawyer, Mahulda, GG Ops Manager Ted Sharkey, Lila, and Dr. Reed

Kristina Pendleton, AQ Education Supervisor; Genya Yerkes, AQ Assistant 
Curator; Sandra Duffey, Assistant Food and Beverage Manager, Waldorf Astoria 
Resorts; Elisa Levy; HTA Consultant, Santa- Kenneth Salmon, Regional Manager, 
Waldorf Astoria Resorts;  Haydee Stewart, FKOC Case Manager; Erika Heffernan, 

FKOC Case Manager; Debbie Burchfield, HTA ticket seller

Kristina Pendleton, Genya Yerkes, Stacy Gibson, Admin Assistant HTAGG Ops Manager Ted Sharkey, 
Vendor Rep Bernice Barber, GG Supervisor Ashley Dixon, and GM Rich Fox

Sales Rep and Guest Service
 All Star Ileana Guzman

Sales Rep Denise Knoop 
on her first day at Shipwreck

Sales Rep Jahaida Zavala on her first day at 
Station, which also happened to be Halloween!

Sales Rep Abigail Mujica

Sales Rep Debbie Burchfield sharing a 
laugh with Priscilla from the Aquarium

Sales Rep Erin McCarthy
 ready to start the day

Sales Reps Debbie Burchfield 
and Laurie Skinner

Sales Reps Juanita Greenwalt 
and Iraida Morejon
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KW FUN PHOTOS!

KEY WEST THANKSGIVING DELIVERY!
GM Rich Fox in the captain's chair 

on the Empress of the Seas

Looking good, feeling good!  Some of the Transportainment
 Leadagers showing off their new orange and yellow shirts.

Chugga Chugga Choo Choo, 
 Engineer Eduardo Silva

Next GQ model in the
 making, Engineer Sweeney

Head Conductor Danny Martin
 and his birthday cupcake!

Kristina Pendleton, Education Supervisor, and Brianna Archibald, Educator,  at 
Children’s Day. Programs include “Turtle vs Tortoise”, “Trophic Level Jenga”, 

and other games centered around biology and conservation.

Steve Baareman, aquarist at the Key West Aquarium, carved pumpkins 
underwater for the guests inside our Atlantic Shores exhibit. 

 Inside the pumpkins were gel and veggie treats for the animals!

Rich Fox hands out turkey dinners

Sales Reps Miranda Greenwalt and Abigail Mujica

Captain Glenn at the end of a Disney cruise ship day.  Kids love that train!

Ghosts & Gravestones Ashley Dixon and Ted SharkeySome of the CASTmembers and leadagers at 
the morning briefing the day after Fantasy Fest.

Ghosts & Gravestones Crazy Deloris Ghosts & Gravestones Lila James

Maintenance crew enjoying their meals

OTT Conductors Grace Spencer, Joe Lucchese 
and Aaron Andes enjoying their thanksgiving lunch.

Engineer TJ Stickney in an intense 
conversation with one of his guests.

Conductor Jim Glavine posing
 next to our newest Molly Trolley

OLD TOWN TROLLEY AND CONCH TOUR TRAIN
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HISTORIC TOURS OF AMERICA

The Key West High School Jazz Band playing some tunes.Our annual sponsor First State Bank.

Costume Contestants take the stage

Ed Swift, III 

Cheerleaders entertaining

Debbie Swift Batty

Happy Anniversary!

Joseph Moyer  38 years
Debra Schepp  28 years
Magdalena Janicka 14 years
Ryan Darrah  11 years
Jennifer Gregg-Garcia 10 years
Jerry Miller   6 years
Stacy Jackson  4 years
Christopher Tretter 4 years 
Ronny Oakes  3 years
Alexander Fernandez 2 years
Mary Potter  2 years
Angela Kaffenberger 2 years
Alexis Rodriguez 1 year
Tania Mercurio  1 year

HISTORIC TOURS OF AMERICA

WELCOME 
ABOARD

HISTORIC TOURS OF AMERICA

Holly Poole
Lawrence Seymore

Carmen Rivas
Ivan Manangan

Clinton Curry and Debbie Swift Batty The event DJ Michael Anderson. 

Ed Swift, III presents costume contestants

Debbie Swift Batty presents costume contestants.

CHILDREN'S DAY
Jill Herasme, Marketing Graphic Designer

Children's Day is an event sponsored by the Conch Tour Train 
and Old Town Trolley Key West, starting back in 1981. The event was 
started to give the children of our community a safe and fun event 
post Fantasy Fest. All of the money raised goes to children's groups 
in the community. Many schools and children's organizations have 
booths with games, and or food, for a chance to raise funds for their 
organization. From the annual costume contest, to entertainment, it 
is the feel good event for children and families of the year. This year 
we had beautiful weather and it was bigger and better then ever. 
We look forward to continuing this tradition for the children of our 
community for years to come. 

  

"I appreciate your generosity with this year's 
Smart Ride. I know you have many requests for 
donations. It was especially fun for me to wear 
HTA colors. We had a very successful ride." 

Thank you, Scott Blom

SMART RIDE 
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THANKSGIVING DELIVERY

ANNUAL MANAGERS MEETING

HISTORIC TOURS OF AMERICA

Clinton Curry and Berenice Barber

Chris Belland and Clinton Curry deliver Thanksgiving meals to 
Carlos Murray and Ivan Manangan in the IT department. 

An amazing time was had by leadagers at the annual managers meeting. Elisa Levy's presentation on toolkit training. 

Jill Herasme, Parker Curry,
Clinton Curry and Hawkeye. 

Chris Belland, Andy Kirby, Clinton Curry, Berenice Barber and Stacy Gibson.

Delivery in the finance department. 

 THE LITTLE WHITE HOUSE 
RESTORATION AND  HAPPENINGS

Poker table Poker Table standBob Reber building a stand for 
Truman’s Poker Table cover.

Robbie LeBlanc and 
Karyn Bradshaw at  stop 1A.

Robbie LaBlanc and Louis Cabrera at the new stop 1A at the Presidential Gates.

Jeanna Garrido working on 
Truman’s bar restoration project.

Ramona Taylor and Maxine McGlone 
punch bowl polished with Ketchup.

Truman uniforms

Clinton Curry, KP and the LWH 
CAST at the Aquarium

Justin Bahl for President, 2020.Thanksgiving meals being handed out. Chris Belland and The Little White
 House crew. Ramona Taylor, Patrick Deja, James Hottman and Jeanna Garrido.

Truman Little White House 
Bar restoration after photo.

Truman Little White House 
bar restoration before photo.
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HISTORIC TOURS OF AMERICA

ANNUAL BIOMETRIC SCREENING EVENT 
Katina Kadoglou, Human Resources

The annual biometric screening event was sponsored by Cigna 
and administered by Quest labs at the Key West Trolley Barn on 
Friday, September 14th.

Quest nurses were onsite to administer basic testing such as 
blood pressure, glucose levels and BMI (body mass index) for our 
CASTmembers.

This event provides an opportunity for CASTmembers to 
participate in our Health Tips and Attitudes Wellness program and 
receive a discount on Cigna medical premium for next year.

Teladoc has been a great success since its implementation a few years 
ago.  This program provides all HTA CASTmembers with a way to speak 
to a doctor at any time of the day or night from the comfort of their 
own home or office.  Best of all, Historic Tours of America, Inc. covers 
the entire cost of the service as part of our Healthy Tips and Attitudes 
wellness campaign.

The chart below shows the top 10 reasons that CASTmembers have 
contacted Teladoc. 

CASTmembers have saved both time and money by avoiding 
emergency rooms or office visit expenses. Even more importantly, some 
people may have gone without any treatment at all which potentially 
could have serious consequences. 

Teladoc is another way that HTA is encouraging a healthy lifestyle for 
all of our CASTmembers.

A variety of snacks upon arrival

Key West leadagers in wellness action.
Rich Fox, Mary Martinez, Joanna Huestis, and Clinton Curry.

Steve Clark is having his biometrics.

Doing a little touch up painting while hauled out.

Yankee Freedom at Fort Jefferson

Annual Haul Out for Coast Guard inspection.

TELADOC: SAVING OUR CASTMEMBERS TIME AND MONEY!
  Joanna Huestis, Director of Human Resources

      
YANKEE FREEDOM

 

New maintenance team. Sean Brummett, Bob Allen, Keith Barnes, Don Cote,  Jeff Wickizer, 
Jimmy Rivas, Kirk Hoysradt along with Clinton Curry,  Nelson Nodal, Bob Reber and Mike Gibson

FACEBOOK.COM/DRYTORTUGAS

TWITTER.COM/YANKEE FREEDOM

INSTAGRAM.COM/DRYTORTUGAS

HTA NORTH AND THE NATIONAL 
CONTACT CALL CENTER

Stacey Jackson, Office Manager 

HTA North had a lot of visitors this past couple of months.  In September, 
we hosted the Fleet Maintenance Teams from Nashville, and OTT St Augustine 
along with Jim Lamberson, National Safety Officer and Andy Laird, Assistant 
National Fleet Manager to discuss the new Fleet Maintenance Software. The new 
General Manager of OTT Boston, Andrew Mirken visited us in October and in 
November Bill Meagher hosted a meeting with our Insurance Broker, HUB.  

Our Executive Team was equally as busy, Ed Swift IV, COO visited San Diego, 
Key West, and Boston and our entire Executive Team, Ed IV, Christian, Vince 
and Ryan were in Nashville for the National GM meeting for the Transportation 
Operations.  

Our Building had 3 new Tenants join us on the first floor this year, and I am 
happy to report we are fully rented!  We welcomed the First American Exchange 
Company, Brightway Insurance and Basic Vitality.  They join Northwestern 
Mutual Financial, who has been a tenant of ours for the past several years. 

WELCOME NEW CASTMEMBERS
Stacey Jackson, Office Manager 

We have had 4 CASTmembers join the National Call Center this year:
Heathyr Kaup, Greg Seymour, Carmen Rivas, Caleb Stevenson. All are fully trained 
and handling Phone Calls and Chats from all 7 Cities and OTT and TTA 
Websites. We are so exciting to have them on board!

We would also like to extend a Welcome to some CASTmembers who joined 
us from other HTA Operations/Locations: Debra Clarin joined us from HR Corp 
office in Key West. Jerry Miller joined us from the Northeast (Washington and 
Boston. )Ronny Oakes joined us full time after working at OTT ST Augustine.

WELCOME! 

NEW MAINTENANCE STAFF
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HISTORIC TOURS OF AMERICA COMIC RELIEF BY FRED BELLAND

I want to thank you for the refund for 

our San Diego Old Town Trolley Tour and 

2 VIP passes for a future tour. Your customer 

service is top notch! I am very impressed with 

your 100% customer satisfaction guarantee. I 

have told my family and friends of your response 

to my letter and they are very impressed, I have a 

son in San Diego and one in Boston, so I will use 

your tour service often. 

Thank you again, 

Libby Crawford

Thank you for the wonderful letter and 

VIP passes. Your generosity is greatly appreciated. 

We look forward to more experiences with your 

company in Boston and Key West. 

Your company has consistently employed 

competent, and educated staff. They maintain a 

clean environment and take pride in their work 

educating the guests while entertaining at the 

same time. 

Sincerely, 

John W. Billings

IT WORKS! 
"The comment card program is tough but it sets us apart from “other 

companies” Here are  recently received responses from “doing the right thing” 
for our guests."

-CEO Chris Belland

ANY REQUESTS?
ROW ROW ROW YER BOAT
OK- EVERYONE JOIN
 IN ON THE CHORUS

"PIZZA GUY"
"CANDY GRAM"
"JEHOVAHS WITNESS"
"PRIZE PATROL"

I am a teacher. Over the years my family, friends, and I have enjoyed your wonderful interesting and educational tours. We thank you for providing this great service. We will continue to highly recommend Historic Tours of America. 
We appreciate the two free passes and look forward to using them. 

With friendship, 
Barb Westercamp

Due to some issues with our tours 
in Boston in Oct. 2017, you reimbursed us for a 
ticket and sent 2 free passes. We used those passes 
in February in San Diego. The tour was fabulous!
Thank you so much for your positive response and 
VIP passes for our Boston experience. 
We love hop on hop off tours all over the world 
and due to this great customer service we 
will customize to use them on our travels and 
recommend them to others. 
May you be blessed with continued success. 

Most Sincerely, 
Bruce and Beth McKenzie

I’m writing to let you know what a special person you have working for you. My son was driving me from Atlanta to Vero Beach to stay with my sister. I had always wanted 
to visit Saint Augustine so I talked him into a stop over. I got tickets to ride the trolley and we got 
picked up by Pam. She was very friendly and gave us so much information. When we got to the first 
stop my son decided he didn’t want to do the tour and wanted to go back to the hotel. Pam said she 
would drive him back to the hotel. I was very disappointed but he would not change his mind. You 
can’t imagine my surprise and delight when I saw my son waiting at the fourth stop! He joined me and 
we had a wonderful day together. I asked him what changed his mind and he said that Pam persuaded 
him to take the tour with me. He wouldn’t tell me how she did it, but I was shocked. My son never 
changes his mind. We had one of the most enjoyable days we’ve shared in quite a long time. When 
Pam picked us up at the end of the day I couldn’t thank her enough. She went out of her way to make 
an old woman very happy and I will treasure the memory she made possible. Please thank her again 
for me. I think she is a gem.

Sincerely, 
Cora Ragola 
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